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ABSTRACT 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative syndrome of unknown etiology that 
most commonly affects people in middle and high age. The hallmark of ALS is a progressive and 
simultaneous loss of upper and lower motor neurons in the central nervous system that leads to a 
progressive muscle atrophy, paralysis and death usually by respiratory failure. ALS is not a pure 
motor neuronal syndrome, it extends beyond the motor system and affects extramotor areas of the 
brain as well. The majority of the patients suffer from a sporadic ALS disease (SALS) while in at least 
ten percent the disease appears in a familial form (FALS). Mutations in the gene encoding the 
antioxidant enzyme superoxide dismutase-1 (SOD1) are the most common cause of FALS. More than 
165 SOD1 mutations have been described, and these confer the enzyme a cytotoxic gain of function. 
Evidence suggests that the toxicity results from structural instability which makes the mutated enzyme 
prone to misfold and form aggregates in the spinal cord and brain motor neurons. Recent studies 
indicate that the wild-type human SOD1 protein (wt-hSOD1) has the propensity to develop neurotoxic 
features.  

The aim of the present study was to investigate if wt-hSOD1 is involved in the pathogenesis of 
SALS and FALS patients lacking SOD1 mutations and to evaluate the neurotoxic effect of misfolded 
wt-hSOD1 protein in vivo by generating a transgenic wt-hSOD1 mice model. We produced specific 
SOD1-peptide-generated antibodies that could discriminate between the misfolded and native form of 
the enzyme and optimized a staining protocol for detection of misfolded wt-hSOD1 by 
immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy of brain and spinal cord tissue. We discovered that 
aggregates of misfolded wt-hSOD1 were constitutively present in the cytoplasm of motor neurons in 
all investigated SALS patients and in FALS patients lacking SOD1 gene mutations. Interestingly, the 
misfolded wt-hSOD1 aggregates were also found in some motor neuron nuclei and in the nuclei of the 
surrounding glial cells, mainly astrocytes but also microglia and oligodendrocytes, indicating that 
misfolded wt-hSOD1 protein aggregates may exert intranuclear toxicity. We compared our findings to 
FALS with SOD1 mutations by investigating brain and spinal cord tissue from patients homozygous 
for the D90A SOD1 mutation, a common SOD1 mutation that encodes a stable SOD1 protein with a 
wild-type-like enzyme activity. We observed a similar morphology with a profound loss of motor 
neurons and aggregates of misfolded SOD1 in the remaining motoneuron. Interestingly, we found 
gliosis and microvacuolar degeneration in the superficial lamina of the frontal and temporal lobe, 
indicating a possible frontotemporal lobar dementia in addition to the ALS disorder. 

Our morphological and biochemical findings were tested in vivo by generating homozygous 
transgenic mice that over expressed wt-hSOD1. These mice developed a fatal ALS-like disease, 
mimicking the one seen in mice expressing mutated hSOD1. The wt-hSOD1 mice showed a slower 
weight gain compared to non-transgenic mice and developed a progressive ALS-like hind-leg paresis. 
Aggregates of misfolded wt-hSOD1 were found in the brain and spinal cord neurons similar to those 
in humans accompanied by a loss of 41 % of motor neurons compared to non-transgenic litter mates. 

In conclusion, we found misfolded wt-hSOD1 aggregates in the cytoplasm and nuclei of motor 
neurons and glial cells in all patients suffering from ALS syndrome. Notable is the fact that misfolded 
wt-hSOD1 aggregates were also detected in FALS patients lacking SOD1 mutations indicating a role 
for SOD1 even when other genetic mutations are present. The neurotoxicity of misfolded wt-hSOD1 
protein was confirmed in vivo by wt-hSOD1 transgenic mice that developed a fatal ALS-like disease. 
Taken together, our results support the notion that misfolded wt-hSOD1 could be generally involved 
and play a decisive role in the pathogenesis of all forms of ALS. 
 

Key words: ALS, SOD-1, motoneuron, protein misfolding, intranuclear, antibodies, CNS, brain  
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3. Introduction 
 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a neurodegenerative syndrome, characterised 
by the progressive and selective death of upper and lower motor neurons in the brain 
and spinal cord inevitably leading to muscular wasting, paralysis and death. The 
unknown cause, incurability and tragic course and outcome make ALS an intriguing 
enigma but also command an urge to increase the research efforts to understand its 
cause(s) and find a cure. Although the usual disease onset is in midlife, it can 
virtually strike anyone. Among the thousands and thousands that have succumbed to 
ALS are some famous people, whose fate contributed to focus the public attention on 
this disease, like the famous Russian composer Dmitri Shostakovich, the English 
actor David Niven, the American baseball player Lou Gehrig who’s name became an 
eponym for ALS in the United States, the Chinese leader Mao Zedong, and the 
renowned, physically disabled but brilliant scientist Professor Stephen Hawking. In 
Sweden, ALS has been publicly associated with the well-known literary critic and 
publicist Maj Fant and the respected and impeccable journalist and TV anchor Ulla-
Carin Lindquist whose legacy to us is her book giving one of the finest, most sensitive 
and movable descriptions of the insights of this disease from a patient’s point of 
view1.  

A first report of progressive muscular atrophy, a rare subtype of motor neuron 
disorders affecting only lower motor neurons, came out in 1850 by the French 
neurologist Francois Aran (1817-1861)2. However, the first comprehensive and 
accurate scientific description of ALS was published in 1869 by the renowned 
neurologist at the famous Salpêtrière Hospital and professor of anatomical pathology 
at the Sorbonne Jean-Martin Charcot (1825-1893)3. Charcot not only studied and 
described the clinical symptoms and signs of the disease but looked for pathological 
changes in the patients’ central nervous system and gave the disease its current 
name, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, that in only three Latin words summarizes the 
major findings associated with the disease: “amyotrophic” = meaning that the 
muscles are deprived of nourishment by the nerves thus referring to the muscle 
wasting and the disappearance of affected motor neurons in the spinal cord and 
“lateral sclerosis”= referring to the glial scar tissue replacing the corticospinal tract 
fibers in the lateral funicule. ALS is also known as Charcot’s disease. Charcot, named 
for his scientific contributions “the founder of modern neurology” passed on the 
research relay to today’s ALS scientists with the words: “Let us keep looking, in spite 
of everything. Let us keep searching. It is indeed the best method of finding, and 
perhaps thanks to our efforts, the verdict we will give such a patient tomorrow will 
not be the same we must give this man today”.  

Almost 150 years have passed since Charcot’s description of ALS but its cause(s) 
are still unknown and there is no cure. After many years of slow progress came the 
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big breakthrough in 1991 when the familial form of ALS (FALS) was linked to human 
chromosome 214 and in 1993 when it was found that in at least twenty percent of 
FALS patients the gene of the antioxidant enzyme superoxide dismutase-1 (hSOD1) 
was mutated5. Other mutations and proteins have also been associated with ALS, 
however, the central position of SOD1 in the pathogenesis of FALS is today well-
proven and widely accepted. In this investigation we studied wild type (wt) hSOD1 in 
sporadic ALS (SALS) and FALS patients lacking hSOD1 mutations with a focus on 
biochemical and morphologic studies of the protein at the subcellular level in motor 
neurons and glial cells, looking for specific pathomorphological signs. Interestingly, 
even in these patients we found involvement of misfolded wt-hSOD1 and could 
translate and confirm our results in vivo in transgenic mice overexpressing wt-
hSOD1 thus proving its propensity to become neurotoxic. Initially, a brief overview of 
the human central nervous system, neurodegenerative diseases, ALS and hSOD1 is 
given as a background to the following discussion of the results obtained in the 
present study. 
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4. Background 
 

4.1 The human nervous system at a glimpse 

4.1.1 Overview 

The human nervous system controls everything from breathing and producing 
hormones and digestive enzymes to voluntary movements, memory and intellect. It 
is by far the most complex organ system and although studied for many centuries 
still remains enigmatic and in some aspects vastly unknown. The nervous system 
comprises an integrated network of highly specialized cells and organs. It 
coordinates the actions of the “conscious self” to environmental stimuli and 
transmits signals between different parts of its body. This is achieved by the ability of 
the nervous system to actively identify, interpret and integrate incoming signals and 
to propagate impulses that result in adequate responses.  
     Anatomically, it is divided into two main parts: 1) the central nervous system 
(CNS) comprising the brain and the spinal cord, and 2) the peripheral nervous 
system (PNS) comprising the voluntary, somatic nervous system and the 
involuntary/autonomous nervous system composed of sympathetic and 
parasympathetic ganglia and nerves. The enteric nervous system can in at least some 
aspects be considered a third part. The brain is further divided into three entities: 
cerebrum, cerebellum and the brainstem (mesencephalon and the medulla 
oblangata)6,7. 
     CNS is the main center to which the PNS feeds its sensory information by inward, 
afferent signals and from which a motor output is replied by outward, efferent 
signals. The somatic part of the PNS receives the motor output from the CNS and 
transact it to voluntary muscles that allow us to move while the autonomous/visceral 
part sends output to glands and smooth muscles6,7. 
     The spinal cord can be compared to a “bi-directional motorway” – it transports 
the sensory information from the sensory part of the PNS to the brain for processing 
and exports the motor information from the brain to various effectors such as striate 
and smooth muscles, glands, cells etc. The voluntary parts of the motor system of the 
brain and spinal cord consists of two neuronal levels – the upper motor neuron 
(UMN) and the lower motor neuron (LMN) levels that initiate an appropriate and 
coordinated motor output to voluntary muscles8. In the ALS syndrome, which is the 
focus of this study, the human motor system, schematically shown in Figure 1, is 
affected at both levels and becomes dysfunctional causing progressive muscle 
atrophy and finally death usually by respiratory failure. 
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     Both the brain and the spinal cord consist of white matter – bundles of long 
processes called axons, covered with insulating myelin sheets provided by a class of 
glial cells, and of gray matter – masses of neuronal cell bodies and dendritic 
processes. In between the neurons and their outstretched axons a variety of 
supporting cells is situated, the so-called glial cells or neuroglia6. 
 

4.1.2 Cells of the nervous system  

Nerve cells or neurons 

The neurons (Figure 2) are the excitable cells in the nervous system. They comprise a 
specialized type of cells with a distinct morphology consisting of a cell body (soma) 
with shorter, branched protrusions called dendrites and a single process of variable 

length called axon that ends in terminal synapses - a membrane-to-membrane 
junction for transmission of electrical or chemical signals6,8,9. 

Figure 1. CNS can be functionally 
divided into sensory- and motor 
system. An illustration of the human 
motor system and the different levels 
that become affected in the ALS 
syndrome. 
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There are three main types of neurons: sensory or afferent neurons, motor or efferent 

neurons – characteristically with very long axons, and relay interneurons that 

transfer messages between the previous two and between different parts of the brain. 

They all are distinguished by their most fundamental property - to communicate with 

other cells by propagating signals through their axon, and chemically via the 

synapses, to other neurons and cells in all organs6,8,9. There are more than 1 billion 

(109) of neurons in the human brain and a normal neuron has more than 10,000 

different synapses giving the total sum of more than 1013 synapses in the CNS – an 

impressive network for communication. A summary of motor neuron types that can 

be affected in ALS is given in Box 1.  

Box 1. Motor neurons in CNS that can be affected in ALS and their location and normal function  

 Location Type of 
neuron 

Function 

α-motor neuron  Anterior/ventral horn of the 
spinal cord and in the brain 
stem 

LMN Innervate extrafusal muscle fibers, 
contribute to muscle tone 

γ-motor neurons Anterior/ventral horn spinal 
cord 

LMN Innervate intrafusal muscle fibers 
found within muscle spindles 
adjusting muscle tone 

β-motor neuron Anterior/ventral horn spinal 
cord 

LMN Innervate intrafusal fibers of 
muscle spindles with collaterals to 
extrafusal muscle fibers 

Clarks’ column Intermedial zone of the dorsal 
horn/lamina VII 

Interneuron Relay centra for unconscious 
proprioception 

Betz cell / neurons Primary motor cortex, layer V UMN Send axons to α-motor neurons 

Figure 2. Schematic presentation of 
a motor neuron. Note the long axon 
ending with a terminal synapse. 
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Glial cells (Neuroglia) 

The neuroglia are at least as many in numbers as the neurons, are non-excitable and 

considered to be supporting cells of the nervous system. They form a major 

compartment in the parenchyma of the brain and spinal cord and inhabit both the 

white and the grey matter. Their ramifications are much smaller in size than the 

neurons. Neuroglia can be classified as 1) macroglia, of ectodermal origin, 

comprising astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and glioblasts, also called nerve glial factor 2 

(NG2) cells or synanthocytes, 2) microglia, of mesodermal origin and 3) the 

ependymal cells6,8,10-13.  

 

 

 

   The astrocytes are star-shaped with numerous radiating 

processes in all directions. The protoplasmic astrocytes, with thick 

symmetrical processes, reside in the grey matter while the fibrous astrocytes, 

with thin asymmetrical processes, reside in the white matter. The astrocytes’ 

processes end in plate-like formations taking contact with neurons, blood 

vessels, ependymal cells and the surface of the inner soft membrane of the 

brain, the pia mater10. 
 

 

 

 

The oligodendrocytes, as their name suggests, have much 

fewer processes compared to the astrocytes. According to their distribution 

they are divided to intrafascicular, found in the myelinated tracts of the white 

matter and perineuronal, on the surface of the cell bodies of the neurons in the 

grey matter. 
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            The glioblasts/NG2 cells/synanthocytes are stem cells that can 

differentiate into macroglial cells, mostly oligodendrocytes and protoplasmic 

astrocytes, and in some cases to neurons. They are found in both white and 

grey matter, often near the ependymal area in the white matter11,12. 

 

 

 

   The smallest glial cells are the microglia. They have a flattened 

soma with short, fine processes and are often localized in the vicinity of 

capillaries. They seem to originate from circulating monocytes hence their 

phagocytic nature.  

 

 

 

The ependymal cells comprise cuboidal neuroepithelial cells, 

lining the internal cavities of the CNS, i.e. the ventricular system of the brain 

and the central canal of the spinal cord. Their apical surface is covered with 

shorter processes that make a layer of moving cilia. 

 

 
     The glial cells were first described as glue for the neurons, thereof their name 

“glia”, which means “glue” in Greek. Today, it is realized they are a far more 

important integral part of the CNS milieu than just being glue and have many diverse 

functions crucial for the normal function of the neurons. Dispersed between the 

neurons, they provide mechanical support. Because of their non-excitable and non-

conducing nature the neuroglia act as insulators between the neurons, preventing 

neuronal impulse spreading to unwanted directions thus guarding the propagation of 

the nerve impulses to the right destination in the body. Neuroglia can take up and 

store neurotransmitter substances, e.g. glutamate, released by the neurons at 

synapses and either metabolise them or re-release them suggesting a possible 

participation in the modulation of the nerve impulse. By proliferation called gliosis, 

they form glial scar tissue that fills in areas left empty due to degeneration of motor 
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neurons by injury or disease. Furthermore, they have a neurotrophic function 

providing a suitable metabolic and ionic environment for the neurons and remove 

foreign material and cell debris by phagocytosis thus maintaining the homeostasis of 

the brain. The oligodendrocytes, which are homologous to the Schwann cells of the 

PNS, myelinate the nerve tracts in the CNS. The ependymal cells, with their ciliated 

apical surface are involved in the exchange of material between the brain and the 

cerebrospinal fluid. These are some of the physiological functions of the glial cells8,13. 

New findings regarding novel functions of these cells in health and disease are 

continuously reported underlining their important role for the normal function of the 

CNS. 

     In addition to the neuroglia in the CNS there is a variety of glial cells in the PNS –

satellite cells, olfactory ensheathing cells, enteric glia, glia residing at the sensory 

nerve endings such as the Pacini corpuscles and the principal glial cells of the PNS - 

the Schwann cells also called neurolemmocytes. The Schwann cells originate from 

the ectoderm of the neural crest and myelinate the axons of the peripheral sensory 

and motor neurons by wrapping around them and creating an insulating myelin 

sheath. Besides insulating axons, they perform other important functions such as 

neurotrophic support, production of extracellular nerve matrix and modulation of 

the neuromuscular synaptic activity. Their nearest counterparts in the CNS glia are 

the oligodendrocytes.  
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4.2 Neurodegenerative disorders 

4.2.1 Overview 

Neurodegenerative disorders are a heterogeneous group of adult-onset progressive 

diseases that affect the central nervous system. Neurodegenerative disorders can be 

sporadic or familial, associated with various gene mutations. A histopathological key 

feature of most neurodegenerative disorders is abnormal intracellular aggregation 

and deposition of erroneously processed proteins. Interestingly, in many diseases, 

the same proteins that are mutated in the hereditary cases are aggregated also in the 

sporadic form of the disease14. Motor neuron disorders comprise diseases affecting 

solely the upper (primary lateral sclerosis, PLS) or the lower (progressive spinal 

muscle atrophy, SMA) motor neurons as well as both, like in classical ALS of 

Charcot’s type. Some patients with PLS or SMA can later develop signs of both upper 

and lower motor neuron engagement and be re-diagnosed as ALS. A schematic 

overview of the most common neurodegenerative diseases is presented in Box 2. 

Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is further discussed separately below since this 

condition partially overlaps with ALS. 

Box 2. Neurodegenerative disorders and their common features 
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4.2.2 Frontotemporal dementia 

Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is a clinical term for a heterogeneous group of 

dementia of non-Alzheimer type. The main clinical features are behavioral changes, 

and impairment of executive functions and language. The age at onset is typically 

between 45-65 years and the survival time approximately eight years15,16. 

Frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) is the corresponding term referring to 

the histopathological changes seen in post-mortem tissue from patients suffering 

from FTD. Macroscopic observations common to most FTLD are frontal and/or 

temporal lobe atrophy in combination with microscopic features of 

neurodegeneration such as loss or shrinkage of neurons, micro-vacuolization, gliosis 

and cytoarchitectural disorder15. Because of the heterogeneity of pathological damage 

observed post-mortem, FTLD is further sub- classified based on the major 

abnormality identified. Recent and important discoveries are the findings of 

abnormal depositions of the TAR-DNA-binding protein TDP43 and the FUS protein 

in brain tissue from patients suffering from FTD17-21. The research field is therefore 

under current expansion and new classification schemes have been suggested almost 

every year the last few years22-28. Furthermore, there is an overlap between ALS and 

FTD which is discussed later in this thesis. In Box 3 the current classification scheme 

for FTLDs is summarized modified from Josephs et al. 201128 and Mackenzie et al. 

201127. However multivariate analysis performed on FTLD-TDP has failed to support 

the sybtypes of A-D29. 

Box 3. The current classification scheme for FTLDs. Modified from Joseph et al.28 and Mackenzie et al.27 

FTLD-TAU  
Tau-positive 
frontotemporal lobar 
degeneration 
  

Pick´s disease; Progressive supranuclear palsy; corticobasal 
degeneration; Argyrophilic grains disease; sporadic multisystem 
tauopathy with globular inclusions; Diffuse neurofibrillary 
tangle dementia with calcifications 

FTLD-TDP  
TDP-43 positive 
frontotemporal lobar 
degeneration 
 

Type A: Many NCI, many short DN, predominantly layer 2 
Type B: Moderate NCI, few DN, all layers 
Type C: Many long DN, few NCI, predominantly layer 2 
Type D: Many short DN, many lentiform NII, few NCI, all layers 

FTLD-FUS  
FUS positive 
frontotemporal lobar 
degeneration 
 

Neuronal intermediate filament inclusion disease; Basophilic 
inclusion body disease; Atypical FTLD with ubiquitin-only 
immunoreactive changes 

FTLD-other 
Other frontotemporal 
lobar degeneration 
 

FTLD without inclusions; FTLD with immunohistochemistry 
against proteins of the ubiquitin proteosomal system 

DN dystrophic neurites, NCI neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions, NII neuronal intranuclear inclusions 
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4.3 Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

4.3.1 General description, diagnosis and treatment 

The ALS syndrome is the most common form of the motor neuron disorders. Its core 

feature is a selective and simultaneous degeneration of the upper motor neurons of 

the motor cortex and brainstem and the lower motor neurons of the brainstem and 

spinal cord together with their associated tracts. The skeletal muscles supported by 

the degenerating neurons will undergo atrophy causing a progressive muscle wasting 

and palsy. Clinical symptoms of upper motor neuron degeneration are spasticity, 

brisk reflexes and clonus, whereas symptoms of lower motor neuron degeneration 

are weakness, atrophy, hyporeflexia, muscle wasting and fasciculations30. The 

disease is asymmetrical in its onset and usually progresses on the same side before 

the other side is affected, suggesting a focal onset with a logical anatomical 

spread31,32. 

     In 70% of the cases it presents itself with engagement of a limb, usually the lower 

limb first and is known as classical (Charcot’s) ALS. In 25% of ALS the disease starts 

with involvement of bulbar nuclei causing speech and swallowing difficulties before 

symptoms from limbs appear. This form is known as bulbar-onset ALS or 

progressive bulbar paresis. The disease progress is linear and relentless, without 

reaching a disease-plateau, and usually leads to death within a few years from 

disease onset. The final cause of death is mainly respiratory insufficiency usually 

exacerbated by pneumonia. The mean survival time after disease onset is about 32 

months and after diagnosis 19 months33. Approximately 50% of the patients die 

within 30 months after first symptoms34. However, 28% of the patients are alive after 

5 years and 15% live with the disease more than 10 years35. Why such variance exists 

is not known, but it highlights the heterogeneity of the syndrome. ALS patients 

homozygous for the D90A SOD1 mutation constitute a distinct, long surviving 

subgroup of ALS patients in Sweden and Finland, with a survival time that exceeds 

10 years36. 

     The complexity of the ALS syndrome and the lack of biomarkers demands 

establishment of criteria to ensure a correct diagnosis. ALS is diagnosed by the El 

Escorial criteria which were established 1990 by the World Federation of Neurology37 

and revised in 199838. The diagnosis is made by a combination of positive criteria 

based on a clinical investigation and/or electrophysiological tests and negative 

criteria such as neuroimaging to exclude other disorders. The El Escorial criteria 

have been useful for standardizing diagnostic criteria for research and entry into 

clinical trials but have not been as helpful in establishing earlier and more accurate 

diagnosis in the clinical everyday work39. The revised El Escorial criteria and the 

different categories of ALS are summarized in Box 4. 
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     Early signs of ALS are subtle and very variable and early ALS therefore has many 

differential diagnoses. In 2007, the EALSC working group reviewed good clinical 

points in the management of ALS patients, in which they also listed a table of 

diseases that can masquerade as ALS/MND and must be excluded40. Only as the 

disease generalizes does the ALS diagnosis become obvious. The time from onset of 

disease to diagnosis is highly variable and the diagnostic delay is estimated to be 

approximately 9 months41. 
 

Box 4. The revised El Escorial Criteria interpreted from38 

 

     Unfortunately and despite all efforts, ALS is still an incurable disease. Riluzole, a 

presumed glutamate antagonist, is the only drug approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration for treatment of ALS. In therapeutic trials, oral administration of 

riluzole has been shown to prolong survival by two to three months42,43. It is 

recommended to start riluzole-treatment early in the disease process since early 

administration might have a better effect40 further highlighting the importance of 

correct and early diagnosis. A variety of palliative treatments including respiratory 

support, percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy and physiotherapy are administered 

by competent ALS patient-care teams to alleviate the patients symptoms and 

improve the quality of life in their final years34.  
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4.3.2 Involvement of ALS beyond the motor system 

Although the core feature of ALS is degeneration of the motor system, it is now 

widely recognized that the pathological process extends beyond the motor system. 

Data from the fields of neuropathology44, neurophysiology, neuroimaging45 and 

neuropsychology46 all show evidence of an ongoing disease process in non-motor 

cortical areas. The occurence of cognitive impairment in patients with ALS is one 

such non-motor phenomenon and studies reveal that between 10-50% of sporadic 

ALS patients show cognitive impairment upon neuropsychological testing47-50. PET 

studies using the GABAA receptor PET ligand [11C] flumazenil has demonstrated 

motor and extra-motor cortical changes both in SALS and FALS patients carrying the 

D90A mutation45. The cognitive deficits in patients with ALS resemble those with 

frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and an association between ALS and FTD was 

suggested as early as 193251.  

 

                   

 

     In a study by Lomen-Hoerth et al.46, patients with FTD were investigated for 

possible co-association with ALS and out of 36 patients 14% met the criteria for ALS 

and additional 36% were considered possible ALS. And vice-versa, in a large study 

involving 279 patients with motor neuron diseases (MND) where the majority had 

ALS, 15% met the criteria for FTD48. The risk for dementia has also been shown to be 

significantly larger in the relatives of ALS patients compared with controls52. 

Moreover, mutations in a locus on chromosome 9p21, for which the gene has not yet 

been identified, are responsible for a form of ALS with FTD further linking the two 

diseases to each other53-55 (Table 1). Thus, a significant number of patients with FTD 

will later develop MND and approximately 5-8% of all patients suffering from ALS 

will develop FTD. They can be viewed as different phenotypes, sharing an underlying 

cause or as different specta of the same disease. The view of ALS as a multisystem 

disease will be further discussed in the Result section.  

4.3.3 Epidemiology and risk factors 

Based on epidemiology, ALS can be classified into two distinct categories: familial 

ALS (FALS) and sporadic ALS (SALS). In the vast majority of cases no obvious 

Figure 3. ALS and FTD share 
common features and signs – 
schematic presentation of the 
relationship between ALS and FTD 
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genetic component is found to explain the disease although it is likely that SALS 

might arise from a combination of genetic and environmental factors. In at least 10 % 

of patients the disease is regarded as familial56. The existing definition of familial 

disease is: a family history of ALS in at least two first or second degree relatives. 

Recently it has been suggested that the criteria for FALS should be revised since in 

some cases SALS might occur in a family with FALS and might be misclassified as 

FALS57. The authors suggest that the criteria should be re-classified into possible-, 

probable-, and definitive FALS based on occurrence of ALS and/or FTD in first and 

second degree relatives and the co-segregation of a FALS-causing genes57.  

     The incidence of ALS is estimated to be 2 to 3 in a population of 100 000/year in 

the countries studied (mostly western populations)58-60. A recent study by Logroscino 

et al.61 which prospectively combined epidemiological data from different ALS 

registers during a limited time period reported the annual incidence rate in the 

general European population to be 2.16 per 100 000. The yearly incidence rate in 

Sweden (Swedish Inpatients Register) was reported to be increasing from 2.32 

persons per 100 000 in 1991-1993 to 2.98 persons per 100 000 in 2003-200562. 

Other studies have also shown an increase in the ALS incidence in the last 25 years63. 

The increasing trend is suggested to be partly explained by an aging population but 

this cannot explain the whole increase. Men have a slightly higher risk of developing 

ALS than women. One study reported the lifetime risk of ALS to be 1 in 350 for men 

and 1 in 472 for women60. The gender difference evens out by the age of 70. The 

prevalence of ALS is approximately between 3 to 6 per 100 00058,64-66.  

     The age of onset of ALS is highly variable. The median age at onset in sporadic 

ALS is 58-63 years61. The mean age of onset in familial ALS is 50.5 ± 11.5 years67. In 

familial ALS caused by mutations in the SOD1 gene, the mean age of onset is 46.9 ± 

12.5 years67. About 10% of all ALS patients present with onset below the age of 45 

years and 10 % present with onset below the age of 3056. In D90A SOD1 mediated 

ALS, there are variants of the disease that presents even at high ages36. 

     Heritage, gender and age are established risk factors for ALS. But a negative 

association between ALS and smoking have also been found in some studies68,69 

where women seem to have a greater risk70. Epidemiological studies of exposure to 

lead, pesticides, chemical agents and organic solvents as risk factors for ALS have 

lead to conflicting results. 

4.3.4 Genetics 

Genetical studies have provided an invaluable tool for ALS research and made it 

possible to translate findings in humans into animal models for study of disease 

mechanisms. The genetics of ALS is complex where genetic susceptibility to develop 

ALS can be viewed as a spectrum, ranging from single genes with a large gene dose 
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effect causing classical Mendelian inheritance to multiple genes with smaller gene 

dose effect contributing as a genetic riskfactor(s)/predisposition, i.e. an inherited 

risk of developing ALS71. The former are considered causative genes whereas the 

latter could be viewed as disease modifiers where most likely the combined action of 

multiple genes together with environmental factors contributes to disease.  

     In Table 1 a summary of Mendelian genes and loci that so far have been associated 

with ALS are presented. ALS 1/SOD1 was the first monogenic gene discovered to be 

associated with ALS and provided the breakthrough in the path of understanding the 

disease pathogenesis5. Mutations in the SOD1 gene alone account for over 12-23% of 

FALS and 5-6% of all ALS5,72,73. As SOD1 is the major topic of this thesis, it will be 

described separately in one of the following sections in the Background and further 

discussed in the Results and Discussion. 

 

Table 1: Genes and loci that cause Mendelian inherited forms of FALS 

Disease Clinical form Onset   Gene Protein Linkage Inheritence 
ALS 1 Classical Adult SOD1 SOD1 21q22.1 AD (AR) 
ALS 2 UMN Juvenile ALS 2 Alsin 2q33-35 AR 
ALS 3 Classical Adult ? ? 18q21 AD 
ALS 4 Slow Juvenile SETX Senataxin 9q34 AD 
ALS 5 Slow Juvenile ? ? 15q15-q22 AR 
ALS 6 Classical Adult/Juvenile FUS/TLS FUS 16q12 AD (AR) 
ALS 7 Classical Adult ? ? 20p13 AD 
ALS 8 Atypical/Varied Adult VAPB VAPB 20q13.3 AD 
ALS 9 Classical Adult ANG Angiogenin 14q11 AD 
ALS 10 Classical Adult TARDBP TDP-43 1q36 AD 
ALS 11 Classical or PLS Adult FIG4 FIG4 protein 6q21 AD 
ALS12 Classical Adult OPTN Optineurin 10p15 AD (AR) 
ALS13 Classical Adult ATXN2 ATXN2prot. 12q24 AD 
ALS-FTD Classical with FTD Adult ? ? 9q21-22 AD 
ALS-FTD2 Classical with FTD Adult C90RF72 

 

? 9p21 AD 
ALS-FTD Classical with FTD Adult/Juvenile UBQLN2 Ubiquilin 2 Xp11.23-Xq13.1 AD 
? = unknown; AD = autosomal dominant, AR = autosomal recessive 

 

     In order to identify genes with smaller gene-dose effects that contribute to disease 

as a genetic risk factor, population-based association studies are performed. They 

can be either candidate-gene association studies where a candidate gene is selected 

and screened in a population for a possible association or genome-wide association 

(GWA) studies where DNA variation is examined across the whole genome in a large 

number of individuals. The high degree of genetic heterogeneity is a limiting factor in 

GWA-studies. So far, screening on population bases has yielded little success. 

Linkage found in one population has been hard to validate in a second population. In 
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order to keep up with the progress in this field online databases such as ALS Online 

Genetic Database, ALSoD (http://alsod.iop.kcl.ac.uk/) and ALSGene 

(http://www.alsgene.org ) have been created. Currently, 102 different gene loci have 

been linked to ALS. 

4.3.5 Neuropathology 

The spinal cord and brain from patients suffering from ALS show several 

morphological alterations. On gross examination, the spinal cord appears pale and 

atrophic with wasting of the anterior roots. Histopathological features are 

degeneration of the upper motor neurons (UMN) in the cortex and lower motor 

neurons (LMN) in the spinal cord and bulbar motor nuclei. The motor neurons of the 

ventral horn as well as the neurons in Clark´s nuclei are reduced in number and size. 

Most remaining motor neurons show an axonal reaction, i.e. swelling of the 

perikaryal soma and proximal axons, disruption of the neuronal cytoskeleton and 

increased lipofuscin debris. As a consequence of axonal degeneration of the UMN, 

the pyramidal tracts show myelin pallor, which sometimes also can be seen in the 

posterior spinocerebellar tracts. Gliosis, due to activation and proliferation of 

astrocytes, is observed in the grey and white matter of areas of degeneration. 

     A number of cytoplasmic neuronal inclusions are associated with the diagnosis of 

ALS, some of which are unique histopathological features of the disease and others 

common to many neurodegenerative disorders. In Figure 4 some of the common 

intraneuronal inclusions are shown. 

Bunina bodies 

Bunina bodies, named after their discoverer T. L. Bunina74, are dense, eosinophilic 

granular inclusions measuring 2-5 µm in size and visible in the cytoplasm of 

degenerating motor neurons (Figure 4 A). They can be single or multiple and are 

best visible in hematoxylin/eosin (H&E) staining. Upon immunostaining, they stain 

positive for the lysosomal cysteine proteinase inhibitor cystatin C indicating a 

possible lysosomal origin. They also stain positive for transferrin75 and occasionally 

peripherin76 but not ubiquitin77. Bunina bodies seem to be a unique feature for at 

least sporadic ALS and are present in approximately 70% of ALS patients77. Their 

origin is unknown; however, several authors have reported that they could be related 

to autophagous vacuoles and the Golgi apparatus75. 
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Lewy body-like hyaline inclusions (LBHI)  

LBHI are hyaline inclusions present in the cytoplasm of motor neurons mainly in 

patients with familial ALS. They have an eosinophilic core with a pale peripheral halo 

and can be round or have a more ovale shape (Figure 4 B). They express epitopes of 

neurofilament protein and closely mimic the Lewy bodies seen in Parkinson´s 

disease when stained with H&E. However, they differ from Lewy bodies in that they 

do not stain for α-synuclein. The LBHIs stain positive for ubiquitin and SOD1 in 

FALS patients with SOD1 mutations78. 

Round inclusion 

Round inclusions are hyaline inclusions that are the equivalent of LBHI but seen in 

sporadic ALS. They stain negative for tau-, cystatin C and α-synuclein but positive for 

ubiquitin and p62 (Figure 4 C). 

Skein-like inclusions 

Skein-like inclusions are intracytoplasmic filamentous structures present in motor 

neurons. They are not visible in routine staining such as H&E, but upon 

immunostaining, they stain positive for TDP-43, ubiquitin and p62 and negative for 

tau-protein, cystatin C- and α-synnuclein. Skein-like inclusions have been identified 

in both familial and sporadic ALS, they are characteristic but not specific for ALS79 

(Figure 4 D-I). 

Basophilic inclusions 

Basophilic inclusions are a rare form of inclusions that are commonly seen in 

juvenile forms of sporadic ALS. They have a globular, irregular-shaped or sometimes 

fragmented appearance. Ultrastructurally, they consist of randomly interwoven 

tubules with granular endoplasmic reticulum and free ribosomes in the margain80. 

They stain negative for cystatin C and a few stain positive for ubiquitin81. 

Fragmenting of Golgi has been suggested as a pathogenic mechanism in the 

production of basophilic inclusions82. Histochemically they contain RNA-protein 

compounds80 and in ALS with FUS-mutations they stain positive for FUS83-85. 

Axonal spheroids 

Spheroids, located in the axons of motor neurons in the anterior horn and brainstem, 

are round structures composed of densely packed and disorganized neurofilament. 

They vary in size from small granular swellings to large spheroid inclusions that can 

measure 20 μm in size and are best seen in H&E staining. They are most numerous 

in ALS but are also seen in other neurodegenerative diseases as well as in normal 

controls. They stain positive for peripherin but not for ubiquitin. 
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Astrocytic hyaline inclusions (Ast-His) 
Ast-His are ultrastructurally 15-25 nm granule-coated fibrils found in astrocytes of 
FALS patients that carry SOD1 mutations. They can be found in the spinal cord, 
pons, capsula interna and midbrain. They are visible in H&E staining but also stain 
positive for SOD1 and ubiquitin and approximately 50% stain positive for αB-
crystallin86. So far they are only found in a subset of long-time surviving patients 
with LBHI inclusions present also in non-motor systems86. 
 

Figure 4. Micrographs show cytoplasmic inclusions associated with ALS in spinal cord 
motor neurons. In A Bunina bodies (arrows) and in B LBHI (arrow) are depicted with 
H&E staining. C shows a round inclusion stained with antibodies against P62 (arrow). 
D-F show skein inclusions stained with antibodies against ubiquitin in D, TDP-43 in E 
and FUS in F. In G-I co-localization of TDP43 (G) and P62 (H) is shown in a skein 
inclusion. Arrowheads point at individual staining of TDP-43 (G), p62 (H) and at the co-
localization in the merged picture (I). Scale bars represents 10 μm in A-E, G-I and 20 μm 
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Corpora amylacea 
Corpora amylacea are small hyaline masses, often consisting of calcified material, 

situated in the neuropil. They are frequently observed in normal aging and are seen 

in afflicted areas in ALS. They are derived from degenerative glial cells and are an 

unspecific finding. 

4.3.6 Evidence for altered RNA biology in ALS 

Erroneously processed RNA has been described in a growing number of neurological 

diseases87 and new evidence from several studies suggests a role for RNA 

metabolism, including transcription, splicing or transport of RNA as well as 

microRNA metabolism in the pathogenesis of ALS88. In fact, the majority of the 

monogenic genes that so far have been associated with ALS, including TARDBP, 

FUS/TLS, ANG, TAF15 and SETX can act directly on gene transcription or interfere 

with RNA metabolism88. Particularly, the recent discoveries that mutations in the 

genes that encode the DNA/RNA-binding proteins TDP-4389-92 and FUS/TLS83,84 

cause familial and sporadic ALS have implicated the importance of RNA biology in 

ALS and further tightened the association between ALS and FTD. Below, a 

summarized description of the current knowledge of TDP-43 and FUS/TLS 

respectively is given.  

TDP-43 

TAR-DNA binding protein (TDP-43) is a 414 amino-acid nuclear factor that is 

ubiquitously expressed and encoded by the TARDBP gene on chromosome 1. Its 

main function is to regulate transcription and alternative splicing93. It was originally 

identified as a DNA binding protein with the capacity to suppress HIV-1 gene 

expression by blocking/inhibiting the assembly of transcription complexes94. TDP-43 

contains two RNA-recogition motifs and a glycine-rich C-terminal and can thus 

function both as a DNA and a RNA binding protein. Its association with FTLD-U and 

ALS was first identified in 2006 by two independent groups17,18. In normal healthy 

neurons, TDP-43 staining is localized in the nucleus. In ALS and FTLD-U, neuronal 

TDP-43 is depleted from the nucleus, cleaved, abnormally phosphorylated and 

accumulated diffusely in the cytoplasm or as a component of ubiqutinated 

inclusions17,18. Transgenic mouse models expressing full-length, mutant TDP-43 

develop features of ALS and FTD but only ubiquitin and no TDP-43 aggregates are 

seen in the spinal cord and frontal cortex95. This has questioned their validity as 

disease models for the human ALS-syndrome. Mice expressing genomic fragments of 

mutated TDP-43 species (but not wild-type fragments) develop ALS- and FTD-like 

features and show cytoplasmic neuronal inclusions in immunohistochemical 
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staining96. At present, it is not known if toxicity results from a gain of toxic function 

or a loss of function in the nucleus.  

     Inclusions of mislocated cytoplasmic TDP-43 are regularly detected in spinal cord 

motor neurons of SALS and FALS patients lacking SOD1 mutations17,18,97,98, while the 

results with regard to ALS patients with SOD1 mutations are conflicting97-99. 

Mackenzie et al.98 stained tissue from carriers of 7 different SOD1 mutations and 

found no cytoplasmic TDP-43 inclusions. Similarly, Tan et al.97 could not find TDP-

43 cytoplasmic inclusions in patients with 2 mutations of SOD1. In contrast, 

Robertson et al.99 investigated two patients with two common SOD1 mutations (A4V 

and I133T) and reported TDP-43 mislocation to the cytoplasm and aggregation in 

motor neurons in the spinal cord of both patients which were negative in the 

Mackenzie study98.  

     The discovery of TDP-43 mislocation to the cytoplasm and its presence in 

inclusions initiated a search for mutations in the TARDBP gene. Such mutations 

were found in FALS patients but only in a small subset representing about 7% of all 

FALS and 0.5% of SALS patients89-92,100. Moreover, screening SALS for sequence 

variants, copy number variants, genetic and haplotype association did not reveal any 

pathological changes in the TARDBP gene compared to normal controls indicating 

that genetic variation in the gene is not a common cause of SALS101. Similar results 

were found in sporadic FTD 102. Apart from FALS, TARDBP mutations have been 

found in a few cases of FTD, FTD with parkinsonism and in Parkinson´s disease103-

105. It seems to be an agreement between the protein expression of mislocated TDP-

43 and mutations in the corresponding gene in only a small fraction of FALS, 

Parkinson´s disease and FTD, suggesting that TDP-43 may be a common substrate 

in neurodegenerative diseases, and mutations in other genes might lead to 

misfolding and mislocation of TDP-43 as a secondary phenomenon. Mislocated 

cytoplasmic TDP-43 protein has been found in Pick´s disease, hippocampal sclerosis, 

Huntington´s disese, Alzheimer’s disease and in Lewy body-related diseases17,106-109, 

and might merely be a marker of neurodegeneration. It cannot be excluded that the 

role of TDP-43 might differ in different neurodegenerative disorders110.  

     Mutant SOD1 transgenic mice models have been investigated for pathological 

TDP-43 inclusions and no TDP-43 abnormality could be found99. It is possible that 

the TDP-43 abnormalities seen in the human form of the disease might not be 

reflected in SOD1 transgenic mice models.  

FUS/TLS 

Fused in sarcoma (FUS) is a ubiquitously expressed 526 amino-acid protein that is 

encoded by the FUS gene situated on chromosome 16. FUS was first discovered in 

1993 and named Fused in sarcoma/translocated in sarcoma (FUS/TLS) because it 
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was shown that the N-terminus through chromosomal translocation, could fuse with 

other proteins and cause Ewing sarcoma and acute myeloid lymphoma111. In 2009 it 

was discovered that mutations in the FUS-gene were linked to FALS83,84 and the first 

reports identified 13 mutations in one study83 and three in another84. Mutations in 

FUS are responsible for approximately 3-5% of all FALS83,84 and most mutations are 

present on exon 15. ALS patients carrying FUS mutations seem to fall into two 

distinct clinical subtypes; either patients with classical adult onset slow progressive 

ALS or a rare aggressive juvenile form of ALS characterized by basophilic 

inclusions112. In healthy subjects, the FUS protein is normally present in the nuclei, 

where it, like TDP- 43, is involved in DNA and RNA metabolism and RNA 

transport113. But in ALS with FUS mutations, mislocation of FUS/TLS from the 

nucleus to the cytoplasm of neurons is observed83,84. There are reports of FUS 

stainings in neurons of ALS patients lacking FUS mutations. In a large study by Deng 

et al.114 spinal cord tissue from 78 ALS patients including 52 SALS, 10 ALS with 

dementia and 16 FALS, were investigated by immunohistochemistry. They found 

FUS-immunoreactive inclusions in all SALS and FALS patients except for those 

carrying SOD1 mutations. Two SOD1 transgenic mice, G93A and G85R were also 

immunostained for FUS and no inclusions could be seen which argue against FUS 

involvement in SOD1-mediated disease. Moreover, the FUS inclusions found in 

sporadic and non-SOD1 mediated familial ALS co-localized with ubiquitin, TDP-43, 

p62 in these patients114.  

    FUS pathology is also a characteristic feature in post mortem brain tissue from 

patients suffering from several subtypes of frontotemporal dementia, for instance 

atypical FTLD-U patients19, patients with basophilic inclusion body disease20 and in 

neuronal intermediate filament inclusion disease (NIFiD)21. These conditions are 

together described as FTLD-FUS (Box 3)28,115. The majority of FTLD-FUS are 

sporadic and so far none has been associated with a FUS mutation19,21,26. Together 

with ALS with FUS mutations, these disease conditions have been suggested to be 

named FUS-opathies. There are reports of FUS-inclusions in other 

neurodegenerative conditions as well. In cellular models of Huntington´s disease, 

wild-type FUS/TLS protein was found to be one of the major components of nuclear 

polyQ aggregates-interacting proteins116. Immunohistochemical staining performed 

on tissue from a patient with Huntington´s disease showed that FUS/TLS was 

associated with the neuronal intranuclear inclusions seen in brain sections from 

patients with the disease116. The most common site for mutations is in the highly 

conserved C-terminal region, which is required for RNA binding and alternative 

splicing functions as well as for nuclear localization117. It has recently been shown in 

cell cultures that FUS is incorporated into stress granula in the cytoplasm. The 

pathogenesis of FUS is therefore suggested to be a two-hit event consisting of nuclear 
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import defect combined with cellular stress118. Whether FUS pathology results from a 

gain of a toxic function or loss of nuclear function remains to be elucidated. 

4.3.7 Glutamate excitotoxicity in ALS  

Excitotoxicity and glutamate transport was one of the earliest proposed disease 

mechanisms for ALS and seems to be involved in other neuronal conditions such as 

brain injuries, epilepsy and other neurodegenerative diseases. Glutamate is an 

essential amino acid and the dominant excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain and 

spinal cord, involved in most of the brain activity, including memory, cognition and 

learning. Glutamate is located in the pre-synaptic neuron and upon stimulation 

released into the synaptic cleft to activate post-synaptic ionotropic (AMPA, NMDA 

and kainic acid) and metabotrophic glutamate receptors. After excitation, the 

extracellular glutamate, released in the synaptic cleft, is efficiently pumped away 

from the synapses by glutamate transporter carriers/receptors, localized on neurons 

(EAAT3) and on nearby astrocytes (EAAT1 and EAAT2) that take up the glutamate 

and turn it into inactive glutamine119. By these mechanisms the extracellular levels of 

glutamate are rigorously controlled. 

     Excessive glutamate-induced stimulation of the post synaptic glutamate receptors 

co-activates massive calcium influx that is potentially detrimental to motor neurons, 

because, relative to other types of neurons, motor neurons have a diminished 

capacity to buffer calcium119. Thus, high Ca2+ levels activate potentially damaging 

enzymes such as proteases, lipases, NO synthase and others resulting in increased 

oxidative stress and mitochondrial damage. It was early found that ALS patients had 

a decreased glutamate transport capacity due to loss of EAAT2 transporter 

receptors120,121. Evidence supporting glutamate excitotoxicity is the increase of 

glutamate levels in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of ALS patients and in the beneficial 

effect of the anti-glutamate drug riluzole42,122. Reduced levels have, however, also 

been reported in CSF from ALS patients123. 
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4.4 Superoxide dismutase-1 

4.4.1 Definition, function and location 

Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase-1, also known as SOD1, is a soluble protein, one of three 

isoforms of the superoxide dismutases. A brief summary of the main characteristics 

of its isoforms is shown in Box 5. 

Box 5. Isoforms of Superoxide dismutase and their main characteristics 

Isoforms Characteristics Metal co-factor Metal deliverer Location 

SOD1 
(CuZnSOD1) 

32 kDa, 
homodimer 

Cu2+ (catalytic) 
Zn2+ (stability) 

CCS, GSH (Cu2+) 
Unknown (Zn2+) 

Cytoplasm, mitochondrial IMS, 
nucleus, lysosomes, 
peroxisomes 

SOD2 
(MnSOD) 

96 kDa, 
homotetramer 

 

Mn3+ (catalytic) Unknown Mitochondria matrix 

SOD3 
(ecSOD) 

135 kDa 
homotetrameric  

Cu2+ (catalytic) 
Zn2+ (stability) 

Atox1 (Cu2+) 
ATP7A (Cu2+) 

Extracellular matrix, cell 
surface, extracellular fluids. 

CCS = Cu Chaperone for SOD1, GSH = Glutathione, mitochondrial IMS = mitochondrial intermembrane space, 
Atox1 = antioxidant-1, ATP7A = Menkes ATPase, MNK 

 

     The catalytic function of SOD1 was discovered in 1969 by McCord et al124. SOD1 is 

responsible for converting the naturally occurring harmful free superoxide radicals, 

produced in all cells during metabolism, to hydrogen peroxide and oxygen in a two 

step reaction. First, the Cu2+ ion in the SOD1 enzyme donates an electron to a 

superoxide radical and is reduced to Cu + while O2 is produced. Thereafter, Cu+ ion is 

oxidized back to Cu2+ taking up an unpaired electron from another superoxide radical 

during a reaction when H2O2 is produced. Hydrogen peroxide is then further 

processed by other scavenger enzymes to the final products of water and oxygen. The 

chain of events where SOD1 participates is shown in the reactions below:  

 

1) Reduction Cu2+ + O2
•-   Cu+ + O2  

2) Oxidation Cu+ + O2
•- + 2H+   Cu2+ +H2O2 

_______________________________________________ 

   Total effect: 2O2
•- + 2H+  O2 + H2O2 
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     Wild-type native SOD1 is primarily located freely in the cytoplasm where it is 

abundant125. But it is also localized to cell organelles such as the intermembrane 

space of mitochondria125, lysosomes, peroxisomes and in the nucleus126. Recently, 

mutant SOD1 has been found in the trans-Golgi network where it binds to the 

neurosecretory vesicles chromogranins, and thus can be excreted in the extracellular 

space where it has been shown to promote microgliosis and motor neuronal 

damage127. Moreover, it is in cell culture studies shown that SOD1 can be 

extracellularly secreted in exosomes128 or other microvesicles and by macropinocytos 

be taken up in nearby cells129. Both misfolded and wild-type SOD1 are found in the 

CSF of ALS patients130,131.  

4.4.2 Structure 

Superoxide dismutase-1, presented in Figure 5, is a relatively small homodimer 

composed of two equal 153 amino acid long subunits, each containing one 

enzymatically active Cu2+ ion and one stabilizing Zn2+ ion, hence the name CuZn-

SOD1. Each subunit is 16 kDa, giving a molecular weight of 32 kDa. The core of the 

SOD1 molecule consists of eight anti-parallel beta stranded sheets making up the 

beta barrel. The tertiary structure is stabilized through an intrasubunit disulfide 

bond between Cys 57 and Cys 146. The presence of an intradisulfid bond is an 

unusual feature for a protein located in the reducing cytoplasm. This bond is of 

structural importance for the protein but can also be viewed as a weak spot in the 

folding/unfolding process. One Cu2+ and one Zn2+ ion are located in each subunit of 

the native protein. The Zn2+ molecule is responsible for stabilizing the protein and 

the Cu2+ ion for its enzymatic function. The presence of free copper is restricted and 

stringently regulated in the cells, thus there is a specific copper chaperone 

responsible for loading the SOD1 enzyme with copper ions. 

 

 

Figure 5. 3D view of the human 
SOD1 molecule, showing the β-
sheets as arrows (), and the 
metal ions as green (Cu2+) and grey 
(Zn2+) spheres. Courtesy to Prof. 
Oliveberg. 
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4.4.3 Folding and degradation 

SOD1 folds in vitro in a three-state fashion from a denatured state through a high 

energy intermediate to a fully folded monomer and is then further subjected to a 

number of post translational maturation steps in order to reach a fully native state. 

These include copper and zinc insertion, dimerization and formation of the 

intrasubunit disulphide bond132. If the posttranslational modification is erroneously 

processed, it can result in an immature and improperly folded protein that is unable 

to maintain its structure and stability132,133. SOD1 is degraded both through the 

ubiquitin-proteasome system and by autophagy134,135. 

Ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPR-system) 

When a protein is unable to fold correctly, it is degraded by the UPR system which 

first marks the protein with ubiquitin and after polyubiquitination the protein is 

degraded in the 26S proteasome. The 26S proteasome consists of a 20S core unit 

capped at both ends by a 19 S complex that recognizes ubiquitinated substrates and 

causes an ATP dependent unfolding of the substrate136. It has been showed in 

Neuro2A cells 137 and in a mutant SOD1 transgenic mouse model138 that mutant 

SOD1 is specifically degraded through the UPR-system. Dorfin and NEDL1 and CHIP 

are three ubiquitin ligases that can ubiquitinate SOD1139-141. Sustained expression of 

mutant SOD1 leads to decreased proteasomal function over time and accumulation 

of misfolded SOD1. Interestingly, the 20S core unit of the proteasome can also 

degrade molecules that have exposed hydrophobic patches, normally buried in the 

protein without the need for ubiquitination or ATP142. For example, oxidatively 

damaged proteins have increased surface hydrophobicity, and the 20S proteasome is 

the major pathway by which they are degraded in the cell. In vitro studies have 

shown that both wild-type and mutant SOD1 is degraded through the 20S 

proteasome withouth being ubiquitinated134. Since degradation through the UPR-

system is size dependent, oligomeric species and large aggregates cannot be 

degraded through the proteasome143. 

      A very recent study by Deng et al.144 found that mutations in UBQLN2, which 

encodes the ubiquitin-like protein ubiquilin 2, seem to cause dominantly inherited, 

chromosome-X-linked ALS and ALS/dementia (Table 1). Cytoplasmic ubiquilin-2-

immunoreactive inclusions in the spinal cord and hippocampus were found by 

immunohistochemical staining on post-mortem tissue from ALS and ALS/dementia 

patients with and without mutations in UBQLN2. The ubiquilin-2 inclusions co-

localized with TDP-43, optineurin, FUS and ubiquitin. This is a direct evidence of an 

impairment of ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal degradation in ALS but it is a first 

report and needs confirmation and further investigation to find out if mutations in 
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UBQLN2 as well as ubiquilin-2-immunoreactive inclusions are specific to ALS and 

ALS/dementia or if they are found in other neurodegenerative diseases as well.  

Autophagy – a degradation by lysosomes 

Autophagy is an intracellular process that results in degradation of misfolded and 

damaged protein through the lysosomal compartment145. There are at least three 

types of autophagy described in mammalian cells: 1) macroautophagy, the major 

type, where cytosolic components are delivered to the lysosomes by 

autophagosomes; 2) microautophagy, which refers to an inward invagination of the 

lysosomal membrane and 3) chaperone-mediated autophagy, which describes a 

direct translocation across the lysosomal membrane. Macroautophagy is the most 

studied. It begins with the formation of double-membrane-bound autophagosomes. 

In the next step, autophagosomes fuse with lysosomes to form autophagolysosomes. 

This step is governed by a number of factors including dynein activity. In the final 

step, autophagolysosomes are degraded by acidic lysosomal hydrolases145. Inhibition 

of the mammalian target of rapamysin (mTOR) is known to stimulate 

macroautophagy. Both wild-type and mutant SOD1 have been shown to be degraded 

by macroautophagy135. However, not all protein inclusions can be degraded through 

autophagy, it has been reported that some protein-inclusions are autophagy 

resistant146.  

Crosstalk between UPR and autophagy 

A crosstalk between the UPR-system and autophagy has been suggested in ALS. 

Sequestosome 1/p62 is a multifunctional protein involved both in cellular signalling 

and protein degradation and aggregation147. P62 seems to be a link between both 

systems because it can both act as a shuttling factor for polyubiquitinated proteins 

moving them to the proteasome for degradation148 and can recognize substrates and 

target them for the autophagy to lysosomes149. P62 is a common component of 

cytoplasmic inclusions in protein aggregation diseases and is found in intracellular 

protein inclusions in ALS as illustrated in Figure 5C from a patient with SALS from 

our material150,151. P62 has been reported to interact with mutant SOD1 in cultured 

cells in an ubiquitin-independent fashion and target mutant SOD1 for degradation 

through the autophagy-lysosome degradation pathway149. A synergistic effect 

between autophagy and the proteasome has been observed in the clearance of 

polyubiquitinated TDP-43 as well152.  
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4.5 Superoxide dismutase-1 in ALS 

4.5.1 Mutations in SOD1 

SOD1 was the first monogenic gene to be associated with ALS and provided a 

breakthrough for understanding the disease pathogenesis. In early 1991, a 

collaborative genetic linkage study analysed 23 pedigrees of FALS and could identify 

the chromosomal location of a primary gene defect causing the disease to 

chromosome 21q22.1-22.2. Fifty per cent of the investigated patients in the study 

were linked to this gene defect4. Two years later, in 1993, it was discovered that the 

defect gene was SOD1 and that mutations in the SOD1 gene were associated with 

ALS5. These reports marked the beginning of an era of important discoveries and 

made it possible to develop different models to study the disease. In the initial paper, 

11 different SOD1 mutations were identified in 13 different FALS families. Currently, 

166 different mutations in the SOD1 gene have been associated with ALS153 

(http://alsod.iop.kcl.ac.uk), scattered over the five exons with a predilection for 

exons 4 and 5. Most of the mutations are missense, which leads to an exchange of 

one amino acid for another in the final protein; however some mutations lead to 

nonsense/truncating of the gene sequence that alters the length of the polypeptide. 

Mutations in SOD1 alone account for over 12-23% of FALS and up to 5-6% of all 

ALS5,72. The most frequent SOD1 mutations are D90A in Scandinavia, I113T in 

Europe and A4V in North America73,154. 

D90A SOD1 mutation 

A special attention to the Asp90Ala (D90A) hSOD1 mutation is given here since it is 

a main point for the present studies. It has several unique features: 1) It is usually 

inherited as an autosomal recessive trait155 and is the most common SOD1 mutation 

worldwide154. 2) The mutated protein has enzyme activity and structural stability 

comparable to that one of wt-hSOD1156. 3) Clinically, the disease syndrome differs 

from the classical ALS phenotype. These patients undergo a pre-paretic phase that 

lasts between months to years with lower back pain, unsteadiness, stiffness and 

muscle cramp which eventually will turn into a paretic phase where UMN symptoms 

will dominate36. 4) The disease progression is slow with mean disease onset at 44 

years of age (range 20-94 years) and average disease duration of 10.5 years, in some 

cases > 20 years36.  

     There are rare cases of ALS patients heterozygous for the D90A mutation. 

Generally these patients show the classical phenotype of ALS with spinal or bulbar 

onset and rapid disease progression157,158. 
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4.5.2 Models for ALS studies 

Transgenic murine models for ALS studies 

The discovery of gene mutations as one of the causes of ALS opened the possibility to 

produce murine models to study the disease mechanisms. The first and the most 

frequently used transgenic mouse model of mutated SOD1 is the G93A mutation 

model from 1994159. So far, at least 15 transgenic mouse models with different SOD1 

mutations, one wt-hSOD1 hemizygous model and one knockout model have been 

generated; two of the transgenic ones, D90A and G127X, at our laboratory156,160,161. 

They all express the human SOD1 at similar rates resulting in high levels of SOD1 for 

stable mutants and low levels in more disordered mutants and they can thus be 

classified into high or low level models. In most of these models an ALS-like 

syndrome develops after a variable time that resembles the symptoms and 

histopathology of the human disease. However there are also differences. For 

example, the A4V mutation, known to produce a severe disease in humans, is only 

slightly pathogenic in mice possible because of low expression rate and degradation 

of the instable protein. But when it is co-expressed with wt-hSOD1 a dramatic ALS-

like disease develops. This is also seen in double G93A/wt-hSOD1 transgenic mice 

model suggesting that wt-hSOD1 by itself could be neurotoxic162. In G127X 

microscopical findings between transgenic mice and humans are almost 

indistinguishable161. Thus, the usefulness of transgenic mice cannot be 

overestimated. They provide a good model for in vivo experimental studies. 

Cell models for ALS 

Additionally, there are in vitro model systems based on cell cultures and ex vivo 

tissue cultures for studies of SOD1 in ALS. A recently developed stem cell-based 

approach deserves to be mentioned here for its potential to specifically study 

sporadic ALS. It comprises a novel technique to induce pluripotent stem cells by 

reprogramming differentiated cells such as human fibroblasts which could then be 

further differentiated into other cell types163. By this technique, human fibroblasts 

from ALS patients can be reprogrammed via a stem cell stadium to motor neurons164. 

In this way, ALS studies or screening of candidate substances for ALS treatment 

could be performed. Another bold and appealing application of this technique is if 

one could produce healthy neurons to replace the damaged/dead ones. 

4.5.3 SOD1 toxicity in ALS  

Despite the huge breakthrough in 1993 associating SOD1 with the pathogenesis of 

ALS, the exact mechanism(s) operating in CNS to turn SOD1 into a neurotoxic 

substance remain unknown. 
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     Initially, it was believed that the toxicity of mutated SOD1 protein was due to a 

loss-of-enzyme function. The loss-of-function hypothesis was overturned by the fact 

that SOD1-/- (null) mice had reduced lifespan and liver malignancies but did not 

develop a motor neuron phenotype165. Humans, homozygous for the D90A mutation, 

have normal SOD1 activity in erythrocytes155 and in the CNS166 but still develop ALS. 

In addition, transgenic mice carrying human mutant SOD1 protein with full 

enzymatic activity develop an ALS-like disease156,167 and heterozygosis with one 

normal allele is not a protection against ALS. Thus, these and other reports155,159, not 

all mentioned here, give convincing evidence that mutations in the SOD1 gene lead to 

protein variants with a novel acquired neurotoxic function(s).  

     Despite the obvious gain of neurotoxicity, the exact mechanisms responsible are 

not yet known and the etiology of ALS is still an enigma. The path to ALS is believed 

most likely to be multi-factorial and may be paved by several events working in 

concert and/or in a consecutive order. The toxicity, therefore, likely arises from a 

combination of different events where some likely contribute as a primary trigger 

and initiate disease whereas others might be a secondary event and contribute to 

disease progression. It is also possible that there are different triggers in different 

patients which later lead to pathways common to all forms of ALS.  

     Such events/mechanisms are protein instability, misfolding and aggregation, 

defect axonal transport, mitochondrial damage, ER-stress, impaired RNA 

processing, oxidative stress, apoptosis, toxicity of non-neuronal cells and 

extracellular seeding. All have evidence in the literature but no one can by itself 

completely explain all the pathological changes seen in ALS. Below follows brief 

reviews of some of the above mentioned mechanisms for SOD1 toxicity. 

Protein instability, aggregation and toxicity 

Protein aggregation is a well-known feature in many neurodegenerative disorders14 

and the view of ALS as a proteinopathy/protein conformational disorder is widely 

accepted. It was early suggested that aberrant degradation of mutant SOD1 or co-

aggregation of essential unidentified component(s) could underlie the toxicity of 

mutant SOD1168. Mutations in the SOD1 gene induce conformational instability of the 

encoded protein which will lead to the formation of aggregates168-171. Misfolded 

hSOD1 lacking the stabilizing intrasubunit disulfide bond is enriched in the spinal 

cord in transgenic mice overexpressing mutant hSOD1169 and has been shown to 

readily form aggregates in vitro172,173. Aggregates containing SOD1 are seen in 

terminally ill transgenic mice161,168,174,175 and are considered a pathological hallmark 

of FALS patients with SOD1 mutations78,161,176. Which SOD1 protein species are toxic 

– soluble monomers, misfolded oligomers or insoluble aggregates/inclusion – is a 

matter of debate169,175,177. 
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     In support of misfolded oligomers/monomers driving the disease, there is 

evidence from humans (G127XinsTGGG SOD1 mutation) and transgenic mice with 

corresponding truncated G127X mutation that minute levels of mutated SOD1 are 

sufficient to cause disease and that the mutated SOD1 is preferentially accumulated 

in susceptible tissues in the brain and spinal cord161. Recently it was shown in vivo, 

investigating several transgenic SOD1 mice models169, that monomeric soluble 

misfolded SOD1 was enriched in the spinal cord already from birth, preceding signs 

of motor neuron injury. These species could thus be the proximate initiators of 

damage to the motor areas, driving the development of ALS. Soluble misfolded SOD1 

might mis-localize to different cell organelles, or expose internal structures that 

interact with essential cellular factors in ways that cause cytotoxicity. Moreover, 

soluble misfolded SOD1 might be more prone to such interactions than the misfolded 

SOD1 sequestered in large aggregates.  

     The exact structure of SOD1 in the insoluble aggregates is not known. Disulfide-

reduced, metal-depleted SOD1 was found as the major component of the aggregates 

present in symptomatic transgenic mice178-180. The heat-shock proteins HSP 40 and 

HSP/HSc70 seem to interact with mutant SOD1 aggregates131,178,181. Several 

hypothesis for aggregate-toxicity have been presented182: 1) Co-aggregation with 

chaperones could result in loss of/reduced chaperone activity; 2) The aggregates may 

clog the proteasome thereby reducing its capacity to degrade misfolded SOD1 

species137 resulting in insufficient clearance of intracellular proteins which would 

facilitate aggregate formation even more; 3) The SOD1-aggregates might interact 

with other proteins causing aberrant protein-protein interactions or could as 

aggregates physically block vital processes in the cell; 4) Misfolded SOD 1 aggregates 

might through aberrant oxidative chemistry induce oxidative stress to the system.  

     However, there are other reports, arguing against insoluble aggregates as the 

primary trigger of cytotoxicity but rather as terminal cellular markers of long term 

harm from misfolded SOD1 species161. A recent study found that only 1% of all 

HSC/HSP chaperones co-aggregates with mutant SOD1 which argue against 

chaperone-depletion as a part of ALS pathogenesis183. The insoluble SOD1 found in 

the aggregates are metal-depleated172,180, discarding the idea of aberrant oxidation. It 

is possible that the formation of protein aggregates might be helpful for the affected 

cells as a potential way to sequester harmful proteins184. 

Wild-type SOD1 has the propensity to become neurotoxic 

In their disease course, sporadic and familial forms of ALS are indistinguishable 

from one another. Inclusions, routinely stained by H&E and/or anti-ubiquitin 

antibodies for histopathologic diagnosis are seen in both forms of the disease. These 

facts support a view of a common pathogenesis for SALS and FALS. Structural 
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analyses of the enzyme indicate that the wild-type human SOD1 protein, like mutant 

SOD1, also has the propensity to gain/develop new neurotoxic properties. Rakhit et 

al.185 found that wild-type SOD1 like mutant SOD1 proteins are prone to dissociate to 

monomers and aggregate under oxidative stress. Ezzi et al.186 studied the binding 

properties of human wild-type SOD1 after it was oxidized in vivo or in vitro by 

hydrogen peroxide treatment and found that wt-h SOD1 aquired binding and toxic 

features similar of mutant SOD1 forms and could, in a dose dependent manner, 

cause the death of motor neurons in cell culture. Moreover, oxidized wt-hSOD1 was 

found to interact with ubiquitin, heatshock protein 70 and chromogranin B which are 

common interaction partners of mutant SOD1186. Transgenic mice overexpressing 

human wild-type SOD1 protein in high concentration develop abnormalities such as 

mitochondrial vacoulization, primarily in axons of the spinal cord, brain and 

subiculum, axonal damage of the corticospinal tract and at old age a moderate loss of 

ventral horn neurons and are observed to eventually develop motor abnormalities187. 

Moreover, in most studies, the age to paralysis is notably decreased in mice when wt-

hSOD1 is co-expressed with mutant hSOD1 indicating that co-expression with wt- 

hSOD1 exacerbate disease162,188. Thus, the wild-type SOD1 protein has the potential 

to either influence the toxicity of the mutant protein or to aquire toxic properties. 

The wild-type hSOD1 participating in disease is most likely metal depleted lacking 

the stabilizing disulfide bond162,169.  

Oxidative damage 

The term oxidative stress is used to describe an imbalance between the production of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the cell’s ability to detoxify the harmful reactive 

intermediates that are produced. When the cell no longer can incapacitate the ROS 

products, it is doomed to die. ROS species are highly reactive and will by oxidation 

cause damage to vital structures in the cell such as DNA, lipids and proteins. 

Increased oxidative damage has been reported in ALS and altered redox reactions 

were among the earliest theories of how mutant SOD1 could cause cytotoxicity. It has 

been suggested that mutations in the SOD1 gene lead to a structural alteration of the 

active copper site which would take on a more open conformation and allow 

substrates other than superoxide to enter it189,190. According to one hypothesis, the 

SOD1 protein can act as a peroxidase and catalyze reactions with hydrogen peroxide 

or nitrite oxide to form highly reactive and potentially toxic hydroxyl radicals and 

peroxinitrite which can cause damage to proteins, lipids or DNA in the cell189,191. Two 

such substrates could be nitrite oxide or hydrogen peroxide. A second hypothesis has 

proposed that mutant SOD1 fails to bind zinc properly thereby allowing rapid 

reduction of the SOD1 bound copper ion and thus the mutated Cu/Zn SOD1 becomes 

a catalyser of superoxide anion production rather than promoter of dismutation. 
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However, increased peroxidase activity and altered reactivity of the active copper site 

have not been found in the enzyme of all transgenic SOD1 models192. On the other 

side, increased levels of oxidative markers are found in SALS and FALS patients193. 

Oxidative stress most likely contributes to the pathogenesis of ALS but whether 

oxidative stress occurs early or late in the disease process, thereby acting as a cause 

or a consequence of the disease process is not known. Furthermore, the defective 

truncated SOD1 mutants do not bind copper and are present at extremely low levels 

in the CNS, thereby they are unlikely to directly cause oxidative stress. 

Defective axonal transport 

In addition to transmitting nerve impulses which is the main function of axons, they 

also transport molecules and organelles to and from the neuronal soma via 

retrograde and anterograde transport. Axons can be as long as 1m and are thus 

vulnerable to damage. Protein complexes/molecular motors, such as kinesin, are 

responsible for anterograde transport or the dynein-dynactin complex, responsible 

for retrograde transport. There are many reports on morphological damage in axons 

in ALS patients194,195 as well as in transgenic SOD1 mice167,168 indicating axonal 

transport deficits in ALS. Accumulation of neurofilaments in the cell body and the 

proximal part of the axon is a pathologic hallmark and has been shown to affect both 

anterograde axonal transport as well as retrograde transport in ALS. In a study by 

Bilsland et al.196, a significantly slower rate of anterograde and retrograde transport 

of mitochondria in pre-symptomatic G93A SOD1 mice was detected and the authors 

speculate that dysfunctional axonal transport may be one of the first pathological 

signs in the degeneration of motor neuron. Morover, Bosco et al.197 used a squid 

axoplasm experimental setup and showed that mutant and oxidized forms of SOD1 

injected into isolated axoplasms could slow kinesin-based fast anterograde transport 

further supporting defective axonal transport as a disease mechanism caused by 

misfolded SOD1. Mutations in the p150 dynactin subunit have been identified in 

families with a slowly progressing lower MND-disease which shows that dysfunction 

of dynactin-mediated transport in itself can lead to human motor neuron disease198. 

Mitochondrial damage 

Mitochondria are organelles involved in vital processes such as cellular respiration, 

cell division and cell death. They convert energy into ATP, a chemical energy form 

useful for metabolism of the cells, and they carry mitochondrial DNA. Being the 

primary energy producers of the cell, large quantities of toxic superoxide is produced 

in mitochondria as a by-product from the mitochondrial electron transport chain. 

Mitochondria have a SOD enzyme of their own; mitochondrial SOD2 which is located 

in the mitochondrial matrix (Box 5). In addition to SOD2, SOD1 is localized to the 
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mitochondrial intermembrane space. Its function there is still not entirely clear, but 

most likely it serves to additionally protect the cell from damage, mediated by oxygen 

radicals produced by the mitochondria. 

      Mitochondrial involvement has been described in many neurodegenerative 

disorders, including Alzheimer´s disease, Parkinson´s disease, Huntington´s disease 

and in ALS199. Electron microscopy studies have demonstrated abnormal 

mitochondrial morphology in post-mortem tissue from patients with ALS79. 

Similarly, vacuolisation and swelling of mitochondria has been observed in 

transgenic mice models expressing high levels of the mutated G93A, G37R, D90A 

SOD1 protein and the wild type SOD1 protein161,167,175,187,200-202. Interestingly, 

mitochondrial vacuolisation was not observed in transgenic mice models expressing 

low copy numbers of mutated human SOD1 such as the G85R or the G127X 

models161,203. In a series of experiments performed in our group it was shown that in 

high-expressing mutant SOD1 transgenic models the vacuolization most likely arise 

from artificial SOD1-overloading of mitochondria204. The key question is if 

mitochondrial changes are a primary trigger of the disease or reflects secondary 

damage. There is evidence for mitochondrial involvement in ALS, however, it might 

be secondary to other events. 

SOD1 and non-neuronal involvement in ALS 

ALS is primarily but not solely a disease of motor neurons. A common 

neuropathological feature, observed in post-mortem tissue from ALS patients, is the 

sustained presence of neuroinflammation in the brain and spinal cord. In humans, 

glial cells, such as astrocytes, microglia, oligodendrocytes, and immune cells like T 

and B cells, are activated and up regulated in the areas of neurodegeneration seen in 

SOD1 mutated ALS86. Similar findings have been observed in mice. Prior to onset of 

disease, there is an inflammatory response with activation of astrocytes and 

microglia in ALS mice, transgenic for mutated SOD1205. These changes have raised 

the question of how non-motor neuron abnormalities might contribute to ALS. 

     Evidence for the possible involvement of neuroglia in SOD1 mutated ALS is found 

in murine models. Transgenic mice, made to express mutant SOD1 exclusively in 

neurons, did not develop ALS-like syndrome during the 18 months they were 

followed206,207. If followed for a longer time, elevated mutant SOD1 expression 

exclusively in the neurons did induce a motor neuron disease, however, with late 

onset and slow progression208,209. Restricted expression of mutant hSOD1 to 

astrocytes only, in a murine model, failed to provoke motor neuron disease but 

astrocytosis was present upon histological investigation210. Furthermore, it was 

reported that overexpression of mutant SOD1 in oligodendrocytes, somewhat 

surprisingly, might protect against loss of motor neurons211. These experiments 
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suggest that both neuronal and glial SOD1 expression might be necessary for 

development of full blown disease, i.e. if glia or motor neurons were separately 

affected there was an absence of disease or a mild disease with slow progress. 

     Convincing evidence for the collaborative interaction between motor neurons and 

glia in ALS was reported in a study by Clement et al.212 who investigated chimeric 

mice, composed of a mixture of normal and mutant-hSOD1cells expressed at 

sufficient levels to cause disease. In an elegant way, they could show that glial cells 

expressing mutant SOD1 caused degeneration of nearby wild-type motor neurons. 

Likewise, if motor neurons expressing mutant SOD1 were surrounded by wild-type 

glial cells, their motor neuronal degeneration was significantly delayed and their 

survival extended. Downregulation of SOD1 expression in motor neurons213,214 has 

been shown to delay disease onset, whereas downregulation in microglia215 and 

astrocytes214 delay disease progression.  

     It was recently shown in vitro that astrocytes derived from postmortem spinal 

cord neural progenitor cells from patients with SALS and FALS are toxic to motor 

neurons216. When motor neurons were co-cultered on top of the patient-derived 

astrocytes or treated only with astrocyte-conditioned media from the patient derived 

astrocytes, the motor neurons began to degenerate and were reduced in number by 

50% compared to non-ALS astrocyte control cocultures. These results suggests that 

FALS and SALS astrocytes either secret factors that are toxic to motor neurons or do 

not provide factor needed for motor neuron survival. Furthermore, if expression of 

wild-type SOD1 was suppressed in the SALS astrocytes, a significant neuroprotective 

effect was observed, supporting the role of wild-type SOD1 participating in ALS-

pathogenesis216. 

     Taken together, the evidence above suggests involvement of non-neuronal cells in 

the pathogenesis of ALS. The disorder could be viewed as the sum of collective 

damage in multiple cell types within the spinal cord and brain. Damage to motor 

neurons seems to represent the primary target triggering onset of disease. The 

surrounding cells, however, are not passive bystanders but actively contribute to 

motor neuron degeneration. The intricate interplay between motor neurons and glial 

cell environment is only beginning to be unravelled. 
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5. Aims of the investigation 
 

The overall objective of the present work was to investigate the possible involvement 

and role of the human antioxidative enzyme SOD1 in the pathogenesis of sporadic- 

and familial ALS without SOD1 mutations and to compare our findings in humans to 

an in vivo transgenic model with mice overexpressing wt-hSOD1.  

 

The specific aims were: 

• To study the presence and distribution of wt-hSOD1 in brain and spinal cord 

tissue from patients suffering from SALS and FALS without SOD1 mutation 

with focus on the misfolding of the wt-hSOD1 molecule, detected by specific 

anti-peptide antibodies. 

 

 

• To characterize neuronal and neuroglial misfolded wt-hSOD1 aggregates, the 

frequency of their occurrence and distribution in CNS in patients suffering 

from SALS and FALS without SOD1 mutation with a particular focus on the 

subcellular cytoplasmic and intranuclear distribution of the aggregates and 

their possible co-localization with other molecules and cell organelles.  

 

 

• To compare the morphologic features of misfolded wt-hSOD1 in SALS and 

FALS without SOD1 mutations to the morphologic features of SOD1 in the 

D90A mutation that produces a stable protein with a wild type-like enzyme 

activity. 

 

 

• To explore the neurotoxic ability of wt-hSOD1 by creating a transgenic mouse 

model expressing the wt-hSOD1 protein at a high level and to study the 

appearance, natural progressive course and histopathological CNS findings in 

the murine ALS-like disease.    
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6. Materials and methods 
 

6.1 Materials 
The present investigation was performed on human brain and spinal cord tissue 

donated by patients after ethical permission and informed consent. For the in vivo 

murine studies, transgenic mice, overexpressing SOD1, were used. The use and 

maintenance of the mice were approved by the Ethics Committee for Animal 

Research at Umeå University. 

Human samples 

Donations of human tissue are extremely valuable for ALS research and their 

importance cannot be overestimated. We are gratefully indebted to all the individuals 

that participated by donating tissue for the various experimental analyses reported in 

this thesis. 

      The participants can be divided into three groups. In the first group, 29 patients 

with SALS (17-83 years, mean age 68 ±12) and 7 patients with FALS (50-71 years, 

mean age 62 ± 7) were prospectively enrolled at the Department of Neurology, Umeå 

University Hospital. All of them were genotyped for SOD1 mutations as well as for 

mutations in TARDBP, FUS, OPTN, VAPB, SIGMAR and ANG genes and none were 

found. Additionally, 14 SALS patients (49-88 years, mean age 65 ± 9) and 1 FALS 

patient (age 33) were enrolled from a retrospective search for clino-pathologically 

confirmed cases of ALS from the hospital records. No statistically significant 

differences between prospectively and retrospectively collected patients were found, 

and the patients were combined in the final analysis, giving a total number of 43 

SALS patients (17-88 years, mean age 68 ± 12) and 8 FALS patients (39-71 years, 

mean age 59 ± 11). 

     The second group comprised 9 FALS patients carrying SOD1 mutations; six 

patients homozygous for the D90A mutation, two patients heterozygous for the 

G127X mutation and one patient heterozygous for the D101G mutation (43-75 years, 

mean age 62 ± 11). 

     All ALS patients were diagnosed following the revised criteria of EL Escorial38. 

Two patients with spinobulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) were also included in the 

study (age 52 and 76 years respectively). The SBMA patients were diagnosed by the 

presence of tri-nucleotide repeats in the androgen receptor.  
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     The third group comprised control patients divided into two subgroups – 36 

patients, suffering of other neurodegenerative diseases (2-92 years, mean age 74 ± 

19), i.e. diagnosed with Alzheimer´s disease, Parkinson´s disease, Huntington´s 

disease, multiple sclerosis, frontotemporal lobar degeneration, tuberous sclerosis, 

spinocerebellar ataxia 7, autosomal dominant progressive external ophtalmoplegia 

and argynophilic grain disease; and 20 patients without neurological disease (37-91 

years, mean age 69 ± 17), cause of death being heart conditions or pneumonia. 

     The post mortem time until autopsy from the patients was between 0-3 days in all 

groups. Tissue samples were taken from representative regions of the brain and 

spinal cord according to a standardized protocol and all patients were processed in 

the same way. The diagnosis of control patients was based on the collective findings 

from representative areas in the cortex, hippocampus, major basal ganglias, pons, 

mesencephalon and the cerebellum. 

SOD1 transgenic mice 

Mice hemizygous for the insertion site of a wt-hSOD1 transgene (N1029)159 in 

C57B1/6 background were back-crossed approximately 9 generations into CBA 

background. These mice were in turn crossed for production of mice homozygous for 

the wt-hSOD1 insertion. For comparison, mice expressing D90A156, G127insTGGG 

(G127X)161 and G85R203 mutant hSOD1proteins were also examined, all were 

backcrossed 10 – 30 generations into C57B1/6 background. The mice were checked 

for symptoms at least every third day and were weighed once a week. As an initial 

ALS-like symptom was counted deficient splaying of the hind legs when held by the 

tails. The mice were considered terminally ill when they could not right themselves 

within a few seconds after being laid on the side.  

6.2 Anti-peptide antibodies specific to misfolded human SOD1 
In all papers presented herein, immunohistochemical studies were performed using 

polyclonal rabbit antibodies raised against specific peptides in the wild type human 

SOD1 sequence corresponding to amino acids 4-20, 24-39, 43-57, 57-72, 80-96, 100-

115 and 131-153 or polyclonal chicken antibodies raised against peptides 

corresponding to amino acid 4-20, 24-37, 57-72 and 131-153 (Figure 6). Additionally, 

a mutant specific-antibody developed against amino acids 123-132, containing a 5 

amino acid long neopeptide before the C-terminal truncation in the G127X SOD1 

mutant, was also used. All antibodies were purified on a Sulfolink coupling gel with 

the corresponding peptide coupled. A more detailed description of the generation 

and purification of the anti-peptide antibodies can be found in Jonsson et al 2004161 

and Jonsson et al 2006175. 
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6.3 Biochemistry  

Sample preparation 

Brain and spinal cord samples were taken at autopsy from SALS patients, non-SOD1 

FALS patients and control patients and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. For murine 

studies, mice were killed by intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital. Appropriate 

organs were dissected and kept -80oC until processing. 

Tissue homogenization 

Tissues were homogenized for 1 min with an Ultraturrax  apparatus (IKA, Staufen, 

Germany), followed by sonication for 1 min in 25 volumes of ice-cold APBS (0.137 

mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 4.3mM Na2HPO4, 1.4 mMKH2PO4, pH7.0) supplemented 

with 1.8 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithithreitol and the antiproteolytic cocktail Complete® 

without EDTA (Roche Diagnostics, Basel; Switzerland).  

Western blots 

The homogenates were diluted in SDS-PAGE loading buffer, heated for 5 min at 95oC 

and separated in 12% Ready Gels (BioRad, Hercules; CA). The gels were blotted onto 

polyinylidine diflouride (PVDF) membranes (Amersham) and probed with the anti-

hSOD1 peptide antibodies. Secondary biotinylated anti-rabbit IgG antibody or anti-

chicken IgY antibody and horseradish peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin 

(Amersham) were used for detection and chemiluminescence was generated using 

substrates from Amersham. Bands were visualized on film or by using a ChemiDoc 

apparatus and Quantity One software (Bio-Rad, Hercules; CA). To further analyze 

the antibody specificity, peptide antibodies were immobilized on Sepharose and 

incubated for 1 hour in pH 7.0 phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 5 mg/ml 

Figure 6. Peptides in the wt-hSOD1 molecule 
and the antibodies raised against them. The 
corresponding rabbit anti-peptide antibodies 
are shown in gray boxes and those raised in 
chicken in white boxes. The mutant specific 
antibody Ra aa123-132 is shown in the same 
way. The neopeptide is underlined. 
Ra = Rabbit and Chi = chicken, aa=amino acid 
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of either native human SOD1 (Sigma, Schelldorf, Germany) or human SOD1 that had 

been denatured with 4 M guanidinium chloride and 5 mM of the chelator diethylene-

triamine-pentaacetic acid (DTPA). The SOD1 that had bound to the antibodies was 

analyzed with Western blots.   

ELISA 

ELISA plates with 96 wells (Maxisorp, Nunc A/S, Roskilde, Denmark) were coated 

overnight at 4oC with 100 μl of 2 μg/ml native human SOD1 (Sigma, Schelldorf, 

Germany) or human SOD1 that had been completely denatured with 4 M 

guanidinium chloride and 5 mM of the chelator DTPA. After washing and blocking, 

primary antibodies were added and incubated at 23oC for 90 min. Finally, 

peroxidase-labeled secondary antibodies were added followed by development in 

substrate (1,2-phenylenediamine and H2O2) for 6 min, and the absorbance was read 

at 490 nm. Complete reactions in wells without SOD1 coating were used as blanks 

and subtracted from the ELISA readings. For the anti-peptide antibodies, the 

subtractions amounted to an A490 of 0.015-0.020. Secondary antibodies alone gave 

negligible reactions in wells coated with SOD1.  

6.4 Immunohistochemical staining 

Sample preparation 

Tissues from brain and spinal cord were immersion-fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 

in phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) at autopsy and then fixed with 

paraformaldehyde and embedded in paraffin.  

Antigen retrieval 

Paraffin blocks were sectioned at a thickness of 4 µm, deparaffinized, and finally 

subjected to gentle antigen retrieval. Optimization for the antigen retrieval for each 

tissue and antibody was done and the ideal conditions were obtained when the 

sections were heat pretreated in citrate buffer, pH 6.3 for approximately 10 minutes 

but not brought to boiling.  

Immunohistochemical staining of human and murine brain and spinal cord 

Primary antibodies used for immunohistochemical staining were either the anti-

hSOD1 peptide antibodies or antibodies presented in the respective papers (Paper I-

IV). The primary antibodies were detected with biotin-conjugated secondary 

antibodies coupled to an avidin-horseradish peroxidase conjugate. The complex 

formed was visualized using aminoethylcarbazole (AEC) as the precipitating enzyme 

product. Sections were counter-stained by haematoxylin, washed and mounted with 
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Glycergel Mounting Medium (DakoCytomation). Specimens were examined using an 

Olympus BX50 light microscope. 

Immunofluorecence staining and confocal analyses 

Double-labeling immunofluorescence was performed on sections which were first 

blocked in 20% normal goat or rabbit serum for 30 min at room temperature. They 

were then incubated with a primary antibody followed by incubation with a 

secondary antibody (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, Eugene, Oregon, USA). The 

procedure was then repeated and sections were stained with DAPI. The sections were 

finally washed in PBS, quenched in Sudan black and mounted using Vecta Shield 

Mounting Kit (Vector Labs, Burlingham; CA). Control slides produced by omitting 

the primary antibody gave no signal. Sections were examined using a Nikon C1 

confocal laser microscope (Nikon Instruments Europe BV, Amstelveen; the 

Netherlands) with EZ-C1 1.6 software or a Zeiss LSM710 confocal laser scanning 

microscope with ZEN2010 software. The green and red channels were scanned 

sequentially to prevent bleed-though between the channels. 

Antibody specificity 

To test the specificity of the anti-hSOD1 peptide antibodies for misfolded SOD1, the 

Ra 57-72 ab with a final concentration of 3.7 µg/ml and the Ra 131-153 ab with a final 

concentration of 1.5 µg/ml, as well as the Chi 57-72 ab with a final concentration of 

1.46 µg/ml and the Chi 131-153 ab with a final concentration of 1.56 µg/ml, were put 

in a test tube with either the immunizing peptides (aa 57-72 or aa 131-153), native 

SOD1 (Sigma Aldrich) or denatured SOD1. The stoichiometric excess of immunizing 

peptide over antibody was around 100-fold and 300-fold for native and denatured 

SOD1. Antigen and antibody were allowed to react for 20 min. The staining protocol 

then followed the immunohistochemistry procedure described above. 

Stereology 

The thoracic spinal cord of terminally ill homozygous wt-hSOD1 mice and 

approximately 320 days old hemizygotes as well as control CBA mice were cut on a 

sliding microtome at a thickness of 50µm. The sections were mounted on glass slides 

and stained with cresyl violet. Using a Cast-Grid system (Olympus, Solna, Sweden) 

connected to a BX61 motorized microscope, the number of neurons in the thoracic 

ventral spinal cord was calculated. The ventral horn was defined as the area enclosed 

by the gray-white matter border of the spinal cord and a line in the frontal plane 

passing through the midpoint of the central canal. For each block, this area was 

calculated using a 10X objective. Using a 60X oil objective, the numeric density of 

neurons in the ventral horn was calculated using optical dissector technique. 
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Neurons were defined as cells possessing a nucleus with an identifiable nucleolus. 

The number of neurons in the thoracic ventral horn in each block was then calculated 

as follows: the density of neurons in that block x the area of the ventral spinal cord in 

that block x one sixth of the length of the entire thoracic spinal cord. The number of 

neurons in the thoracic ventral horns was found by adding the numbers of all 6 

blocks. 
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7. Results and discussion 
 

7.1 Methodological considerations 
A part of this investigation comprises morphological studies of misfolded wt-hSOD1 

and other proteins at the cellular and subcellular level in brain and spinal cord. The 

study of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded human and murine neuronal tissue by 

immunohistochemical and immunofluorescence staining methods raises several 

technical problems that must be overcome, including tissue fixation and processing, 

intrinsic autofluorescence and presence of lipofuscin.  

     The antigen retrieval technique is of importance and should be gentle and 

balanced since too strong or too weak treatment of the tissue will have consequences 

for the detection of the protein. If the retrieval is too strongly denaturing, extensive 

misfolding of the background native SOD1 might occur giving a staining background 

that hampers the detection of the true misfolded SOD1 present in the tissue; and in 

opposite, if the retrieval is too weak, the possibility for protein detection will be lost. 

The optimal retrieval for our tissue was found to be 10 min in preheated citrate 

buffer, pH 6.3 without boiling. 

     Lipofuscin in human normal neuronal tissue is autofluorescent and its content 

increases with age. In addition, CNS-tissue from patients with neurodegenerative 

diseases have naturally even higher levels of lipofuscin. The interference of 

autofluorescence with the immunofluorescence stainings was quenched with Sudan 

black (Paper I-IV). Another problem was that diaminobenzidine (DAB) crossreacts 

with lipofuscin and thus was avoided in the detection step. We used 

aminoethylcarbazole (AEC) or Fast red (paper I-IV) instead. 

     Last but not least, the need of good antibodies specifically detecting the studied 

protein cannot be overestimated. As a rule, all the commercially purchased 

antibodies, used in this study, were subjected to Western blot (WB) analyses to test 

their specificity. In addition, we generated a set of rabbit and chicken antibodies 

directed against different peptides in the human SOD1 molecule as described in the 

Material and methods section and characterized their specificity with WB and 

immunocapture. In WB they detected only SOD1 monomers, even after long 

exposure time, as seen in the single WB bands presented in Figure 3 and S4 (Paper I) 

and the Online Resource Figure S1 (Paper II). Immunocapture on antibody-coated 

Protein A sepharose beads revealed that the anti-peptide antibodies had more than 

1,000 fold higher capacity to bind misfolded than native SOD1. Pre-incubation of the 
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antibodies with either denatured hSOD1 or the appropriate immunizing peptide 

before staining completely blocked detection in the tissue, highlighting the antibody 

specificity. Furthermore, there was no reactivity to native SOD1. Taken together, the 

experiments above proved that these antibodies were excellent tools for detection of 

misfolded SOD1 in morphological and biochemical studies. The antibodies were then 

used throughout this investigation (Paper I-IV) both in the human and murine 

studies. Incubation overnight was avoided to minimize the risk of unspecific binding. 

7.2 Misfolded wt-hSOD1 in SALS and FALS lacking SOD1 mutations 
Aggregates/inclusions of misfolded SOD1 are considered pathological hallmarks in 

FALS caused by SOD1-mutations78,217-221. Prompted by this finding we asked the 

question: ”Is misfolded wt-hSOD1 also present in ALS without SOD1 mutations?”. In 

several other neurodegenerative conditions, such as Alzheimer´s, Parkinson´s and 

Creutzfeld-Jacob´s diseases, the same proteins that are mutated in the familial form 

of disease seem to be involved in the pathogenesis of the sporadic disease as well14. 

We, therefore, raised the hypothesis that misfolded wild-type SOD1 might play a 

similar role as mutated SOD1. To explore this idea further we performed 

morphologic studies of brain and spinal tissue from ALS patients without SOD1 

mutations and for comparison investigated patients carrying SOD1 mutations 

(D90A, G127X, D101G) and 2 patients with SBMA diagnosis. The morphological 

findings for the different groups can be summarized as follows.  

7.2.1 Aggregates of misfolded SOD1 were generally present in the motor 
neurons of patients with SALS and FALS lacking SOD1 mutations 

Spinal cord sections from 43 SALS patients and 8 FALS patients lacking SOD1 

mutations were stained with the anti-SOD1 peptide antibodies. We found small 

granular aggregates/inclusions of misfolded SOD1 scattered in the cytoplasm of 

motor neurons. They were approximately 0.5-3 μm in size, numerous in numbers 

and particularly abundant in the axon hillock (Fig.1 in Paper I and Fig 1, 2 in paper 

II). They were not restricted to the motor neurons of the ventral horn, but were also 

seen in neurons of Clarke’s column as well as in motor neurons of the brain stem. 

SOD1-immunoreactive inclusions were present in the spinal motor neurons of all 51 

ALS patients that were studied and seen at all levels of the spinal cord. The 

proportion of motor neurons that had cytoplasmic SOD1-immunoreactive inclusions 

was in general between 25-75% per tissue section (Paper I). SOD1 inclusions were 

also seen in the two patients with SBMA. These results clearly indicate that misfolded 

SOD1 is also involved in sporadic ALS. Moreover, the fact that SOD1 inclusions were 

present in FALS lacking SOD1 mutations as well as in the two SBMA patients, 

suggests that even if mutations in other genes are responsible for disease onset, 
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misfolded SOD1 might still be involved in disease pathogenesis downstream from the 

triggering event.  

     In contrast, SOD1 positive inclusions were seen only sparsely in 3 of 28 

neurodegenerative and 2 of 19 non-neurological control patients (Paper I). However, 

the SOD1 aggregates were very few and not seen at all spinal cord levels. Moreover, 

no SOD1 inclusions were present in areas most affected in neurodegenerative control 

patients such as hippocampus for Alzheimer’s disease, striatum for Huntington’s 

disease and mesencephalon for Parkinson’s diseases, which indicates that the SOD1 

aggregates were not general markers of neurodegeneration but rather associated to 

ALS (Paper I). 

     To look for possible misfolded wt-hSOD1 interaction with other proteins or/and 

cell organelles and to gain insight into the subcellular localization of the granular 

inclusions, we performed co-localization studies using confocal laser microscopy. We 

found in all patients association of SOD1 granular aggregates with the lysosomal 

marker cathepsin D. In average, we found that 25% of all lysosomes observed and 

about 25 % of all wt-hSOD1 granular aggregates co-localized with each other as 

shown in the micrographs in Paper I, Fig 1M-O. No association with mitochondria, 

endoplasmic reticulum or the autophagosomal proteins MAPLC3 or p62 was 

observed (Paper I and II). From these studies we conclude that most of the granular 

SOD1 inclusions seem to be situated freely in the cytoplasm, not associated to 

organelles. The finding that some aggregates associate to lysosomes suggests that 

they become targeted for degradation through the lysosomal pathway. 

7.2.2 Comparison between aggregates of misfolded wt-hSOD1 and of mutated 
SOD1 suggests a differential aggregate morphology in different ALS forms  

The finding that wt-hSOD1 can misfold and form small aggregates in all ALS patients 

raises the question if these aggregates are similar to the ones formed by mutated 

SOD1. To make this comparison we stained 9 patients carrying SOD1 mutations with 

the same anti-SOD1 peptide antibodies. In case of the D90A mutation, the only 

morphology seen was similar small granular inclusions measuring 0.5-3 μm of 

misfolded SOD1 (paper I, Figure 1 and Paper IV, Figure 1), which could be 

anticipated since the D90A mutation produces a stable SOD1 molecule that 

resembles wt-hSOD1 in its enzyme activity156. In case of the G127X mutation, 

additional larger skein-like and Lewy body-like inclusions together with the SOD1 

aggregates were present (Paper I, Figure 1). 
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Our conclusion is that SALS, FALS without SOD1 mutations and the D90A mutation 

typically present themselves with small aggregates while FALS patients with other 

SOD1 mutations often yield skein-like and Lewy-body-like inclusions161,176,222. This 

could be related to the enzyme stability. Native SOD1 and mutations that give rise to 

stable SOD1 proteins, like the D90A mutation might form numerous small granular 

aggregates whereas mutations that give rise to unstable proteins, like G127X or A4V 

are either instantly degraded or form fewer but larger aggregates/inclusions. 

Interesting implications follow from this observation: 1) SOD-1 immunoreactive 

inclusions should be considered as pathological hallmarks for all forms of ALS; and 

2) The variation of the morphology, distribution and numbers of aggregates may be 

used as a help to distinguish between the different forms of ALS. 

     The highest enzymatic activity levels of SOD1 in the body are found in the liver 

followed by the kidney; the brain and spinal cord show only intermediate levels 223. 

We investigated the CNS areas usually affected by ALS, i.e. the ventral horn of the 

spinal cord and the precentral gyrus in the brain, regarding SOD1 protein expression 

and its enzymatic activity. Overall, we found moderate protein expression and 

intermediate enzyme activity in the different areas of grey matter, with no differences 

Figure 7. Staining of misfolded SOD1 in spinal cord motor neurons. Cytoplasmic (A) as well as 
intranuclear (B) staining of misfolded SOD1 is shown in sporadic and non-SOD1-mediated FALS. Arrow 
points at the nucleus. (C) shows intranuclear staining in glial cell nuclei (arrowheads) surrounding 
motor neurons with cytoplasmic staining. A, B and C are stained with the 57-72 Ra aa anti SOD1 
peptide antibody. In D, a spinal cord ventral horn of a patient with the G127X mutation stained with 
the mutant specific Ra aa 123-132 ab is depicted. Note the large SOD1-aggregates in the axon hillock. 
Scale bars represent 10μm in A, B, and D; and 50 μm in C. 
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between patients and controls (Paper I, Table S1). Additionally, the activity of the 

SOD isoenzymes was analysed and found that SOD1 had the highest activity 

compared with the two other isoenzymes (Paper I, Tables S1 and S2). 

     Considering the massive evidence for the propensity of wt-hSOD1 toward 

neurotoxicity it is difficult to understand why for a long time, the involvement of wt-

hSOD1 in ALS could not be shown in morphologic studies of the brain and spinal 

cord224,225. Thus, it is logical to ask the question. 

7.2.3 Why have aggregates of misfolded SOD1 not been observed before?  

Two important factors should be considered in the answer of this question: 

antibodies and antigen retrieval.  

     The first concern about antibodies is their specificity. Most immunohistochemical 

studies done before have used antibodies towards the whole SOD1 protein. Since 

minute amounts of mutated SOD1 are enough to cause disease161, we speculate that 

antibodies towards whole SOD1 will primarily bind to the high amount of native 

SOD1 present in the motor neurons and thus mask aggregates of misfolded SOD1. To 

prove this suggestion, we compared in an ELISA assay the specificity of our anti-

SOD1 peptide antibodies with four antibodies raised towards the whole SOD1 

sequence – three commonly used commercial antibodies and one produced in-house 

produced, all listed in Paper I, Table S3. The results of the investigation are 

summarized in Figure 8 below where reactivity to denatured SOD1 is shown in red 

and to the native protein in green. As can be seen our peptide-raised antibodies 

showed a high specificity to denatured SOD1, while only negligible amounts of native 

SOD1 were bound. In contrast, there was no clear preference for denatured or native 

SOD1 when the set of antibodies raised against the whole SOD1 molecule were used. 

These antibodies could in a variable degree reveal both denatured and native SOD1. 

Thus, one of the reasons for our successful demonstration of misfolded wt-hSOD1 

aggregates in the brain and spinal cord of SALS and FALS lacking SOD1 mutations is 

because we used anti-peptide antibodies that specifically react with misfolded SOD1. 

     The second concern about antibodies that might be limiting for the staining 

success is the usage of monoclonal over polyclonal antibodies. We believe that, since 

monoclonal peptide antibodies are directed to only one specific antigen determinant, 

they might fail to recognize other misfolded conformations of wt-hSOD1, whereas 

polyclonal antibodies with several specific antigenic determinants would have a 

higher chance of detecting different misfolded conformations. Our set of polyclonal 

peptide antibodies, raised to cover about 80% of the SOD1 sequence, allowed us to 

screen widely for different possible conformations. Our view is supported by earlier 

studies, in which monoclonal conformation-specific antibodies failed to detect 

misfolded wt-hSOD1 in ALS patients lacking SOD1 mutations224,225. Recently, Bosco 
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et al.197 were able to confirm our discovery that aggregates of misfolded wt-hSOD1 

are present in ALS without mutations. Using a monoclonal peptide antibody raised 

to an oxidized form of wild type-SOD1 they stained postmortem human spinal cord 

tissue from 9 patients with SALS and 17 control patients with non-neurological 

diseases and could find a positive staining in 4 of the SALS patients. They suggested 

that the reason for not finding misfolded wt-hSOD1 in the remaining SALS patients 

could be that modified wt-hSOD1 is only involved in a subset of SALS patients but 

admit that they cannot exclude that the antibody does not recognizes all conformal 

species of misfolded SOD1. We think that their latter explanation is the logical reason 

why they could not reveal SOD1 aggregates in all SALS patients. This supports our 

opinion that polyclonal antibodies would detect more conformations of misfolded 

SOD1 and are thus superior to the monoclonal ones in detection of SOD1. 

     Finally, the antigen retrieval is another important factor that influences the 

success of aggregate staining. As discussed earlier in 8.1 Methodological 

considerations we found that strong antigen retrieval in itself caused extensive 

misfolding of the native wt-hSOD1 and thus could conceal detection of misfolded wt-

hSOD1. If too weak, the wt-hSOD1 staining would fail to detect the minute amounts 

of misfolding in many patients.  

 

 

 

 

7.2.4 Misfolded wt-hSOD1 aggregates are present in the nuclei of neuroglia 
and motor neurons in all forms of ALS 

Using the same peptide raised antibodies we investigated glial cells, surrounding 

affected motor neurons for the presence of misfolded wt-hSOD1. Interestingly, we 

found abundant presence of such inclusions in the nuclei of glial cells, and, 

occasionally, also in the nuclei of motor neurons (Figure 1 and 2 in paper II). 

Additionally, the nuclear inclusions were present also in the SOD1-mutated ALS 

Figure 8. Relative reactiveness of different antibodies towards native and denatured SOD1 
measured by ELISA. Curves in red show reactivity to denatured SOD1 and in green to 
native SOD1. (For details see Paper I, Figure 2, S3). 
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neuroglia. The vast majority of the control patients with non-neurological or other 

neurodegenerative diseases did not have such inclusions consistent with specificity 

for ALS. 

    The glial cell types harboring nuclear inclusions were identified by double 

immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy as mainly astrocytes but also 

oligodendrocytes and microglia (Figure 3 in papper II). The nuclear 

aggregates/inclusions co-localized only occasionally with ubiquitin suggesting a slow 

degradation through the UPR system. The nuclear SOD1 inclusions did not co-

localize with p62 as shown in the cytoplasmatic motor neuronal inclusions (Figure 4 

in paper II).  

     How did SOD1 inclusions appear in the nuclei? One suggestion might be that wt-

hSOD1, or misfolded monomers of it, entered the nucleus through the nuclear pores 

and aggregated in situ, thus unable to re-enter the cytoplasm. Bidirectional 

movement of small molecules occurs via passive diffusion through the nuclear pore 

complex, whereas molecules larger than 40 kD generally require specific 

transportation226,227. The size of wild-type SOD1 is 32 kD and should thus be able to 

move freely between the nucleus and cytosol. A study by Chang and co-workers228 

found the native SOD1 concentration in the nucleus to be at least half that of the 

cytoplasm. Another possibility for the presence of aggregates in the nucleus is that 

they have been transported from the cytoplasm as proto-aggregates by transport-

related proteins. Altered distribution of nucleocytoplasmatic transport-related 

proteins has been reported in transgenic mice models of ALS229 and in human ALS 

and other neurodegenerative diseases (reviewed in Chu et al.230).  

     Why are not SOD1 inclusions cleared from the nuclei? Autophagy, the major 

mechanism for aggregate degradation is not present in the nucleus. Moreover, as 

described above we found only occasional co-localization with ubiquitin, thus the 

UPR system seems not to be engaged with the degradation of these inclusions, 

alternatively, could be damaged by the aggregation process and thus not be 

functional. Whichever mechanism operating, the net result is nonfunctional/slow 

degradation of the aggregates as shown by their numerous numbers filling up the 

nuclei. 

     Are the inclusions toxic for the nucleus? We can only speculate on this question. 

The misfolded SOD1 may be toxic by exposing internal structures that interact with 

essential nucleas factors, or it may aggregate with such factor or as aggregates may 

physically block processes in the nuclei. Mutant SOD1 has been reported to have both 

RNA- and DNA-binding capacity indicating the possibility of direct interactions with 

polynucleotides231,232. 
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7.3 Evidence for neurotoxicity of misfolded wt-hSOD1 in transgenic 
mice expressing high levels of wt-hSOD1  
We wanted to test in vivo our notion that wt-hSOD1 plays a central role in the 

pathogenesis of human ALS without mutations by gaining of a toxic function. For 

this purpose we generated transgenic mice that overexpress wt-hSOD1. We initially 

crossed hemizygous N1029 mice159 on C57Bl/6 background to generate mice 

homozygous for the transgene insertion. But since hardly any homozygous pups were 

born, the CBA genetic background was tested instead. On that background 

homozygous pups were born at mendelian rates. The homozygous mice developed an 

ALS-like disease with an onset at about 260 days-of-age that progressed to a 

terminal phase at a mean age of 350 days. The hemizygous mice lived until 600 days-

of-age, had normal life spans and no obvious motor abnormalities. The major finding 

was that mice expressing wt-hSOD1 at high levels developed deadly motor neuron 

disease. The four main observations in this model described in Paper III were as 

follows: 1) The disease course with progressive symptoms of deficient leg splaying, 

hind-leg paresis, disability to right themselves after being laid on the side and muscle 

dystrophy resembles the clinical course of human ALS. Additionally, the birth weight 

of the homozygous mice was low and they failed to gain weight. 2) There was a 

massive loss of spinal ventral neurons, 41% in homozygous animals and 33% in 

hemizygous animals compared to their control litter mates, consistent with 

transgenic mutated-SOD1 murine models and resembling the loss of motor neurons 

in ALS patients. 3) Large amounts of filter-captured aggregated SOD1 were found in 

spinal cord, brain and cerebellum but not in liver and skeletal muscles indicating that 

CNS was the principal organ affected. 4) histopathologically, investigation of motor 

neurons and glia showed staining patterns of misfolded SOD1 resembling those in 

human ALS except for vacuolization due to the overexpressing of SOD1 in the model. 

The neurons of the motor cortex and brainstem also contained misfolded SOD1. A 

striking finding was that the Purkinje cells of the cerebellum already at 100 days had 

staining of misfolded SOD1 which was aggravated in the terminal disease where a cell 

loss and heavy vacuolization was observed. Heavy vacuolization was also seen in the 

hippocampal area, especially surrounding the subiculum (Figure 3 in paper III). 

Taken together, these results prove in vivo that SOD1 indeed has the capacity to 

misfold and gain toxicity and the fact that the overexpression of SOD1 did not affect 

the liver, muscles or other organs, suggests that this propensity is selectively found in 

the nervous system. In summary, the presented results are consistent with our 

hypothesis that wt-hSOD1, together with mutated SOD1 play a role in the 

pathogenesis of all forms of the ALS-syndrome. 
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7.4 TDP-43 localization in patients with sporadic and familial ALS 
The RNA/DNA binding protein TDP-43 has recently been found to form cytoplasmic 

aggregates in patients with FTD and ALS17,18 and to be mutated in a subgroup of ALS 

patients89,90. Thus presence of TDP-43 aggregates was found in SALS and FALS with 

TARDBP-mutations but its presence in mutated SOD1 ALS has been controversial97-

99. We investigated the presence of TDP-43 aggregates in our material consisting of 

spinal and brain tissue from SALS, non-SOD1 mutated as well as SOD1-mediated 

FALS. Numerous small punctuate cytoplasmic inclusions of TDP-43 were found in all 

sporadic ALS patients investigated. In addition, classical skein-like inclusions could 

be seen in about 50% of the patients (Figure 4 and Paper II and IV). The motor 

neurons had two types of intranuclear TDP-43 staining: either granular nuclear 

speckles or an intense homogeneous staining covering the whole nucleus. If 

inclusions of TDP-43 were present in the cytoplasm, the nuclear staining was either 

speckled or completely absent. This staining pattern for sporadic ALS has been 

extensively documented and our results are supported by the findings of others17,98. 

FALS patients lacking SOD1 mutations did also exhibit the above described TDP-43 

staining pattern (Paper II). 

     No cytoplasmic TDP-43 skein inclusion were found in the spinal cord tissue from 

patients with SOD1 mutations (Paper II and IV), although some motor neurons had 

cytoplasmic granular inclusions. Interestingly, a thread-like immunopositivity in the 

dorsal horn neuropil was seen in three patients with the D90A mutation. This 

immunoreactivity was mainly located in the medial border of laminas I-IV and seen 

at all levels of the spinal cord.  

     In two of the control patients, one with Alzheimer´s disease and one with 

cardiovascular disease, we were able to detect cytoplasmic skein-inclusions of TDP-

43 in spinal motor neurons. Pathological inclusions of TDP-43 have been reported in 

affected areas of patients with familial and sporadic Alzheimer’s disease107,233, 

hippocampal sclerosis107, corticobasal degeneration106 and Parkinson’s disease234 and 

have been proposed to contribute to CNS impairment in these disorders. This is, to 

our knowledge the first time TDP-43 has been reported present in spinal cord motor 

neurons of Alzheimer’s disease. Our findings supports the notion that cytoplasmic 

TDP-43 aggregation might sometimes be a general feature of neurodegeneration and 

thus could represent a normal response to neuronal injury, as suggested by a recent 

study by Moisse et al.235.  

     Co-localization in neurons between cytoplasmic misfolded SOD1 and TDP-43 

staining could not be demonstrated. Occasionally the two proteins were localized in 

the same glial nucleus, were co-localization neither could be confirmed nor denied 

(Paper I-II). 
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7.5 D90A – a SOD1 mutation with a wild type-like SOD1 protein 
The D90A mutation is one of the most common SOD1 mutations and the dominating 

FALS in Scandinavia. ALS caused by this mutation is deviant, the heredity is 

recessive, and the disease evolves slowly and may include sensory symptoms. The 

D90A SOD1 protein is similar in its properties to the wt-hSOD1. Here we 

characterized the pathomorphological pattern of the D90A SOD1 protein in neuronal 

tissue of 6 patients with ALS caused by the D90A mutation. 

     There was a very heavy loss of motor neurons, larger than in other ALS patients. 

The surviving motor neurons were pyknotic and reduced in size and cell numbers. 

Typical Bunina bodies were hard to find in the severely degenerated motor neurons 

but staining with cystatin C could be seen in all six cases. The presented 

pathomorphology could be anticipated since this type of ALS has a long course, 

sometimes more than 20 years. Two of the patients had no identifiable motor 

neurons in some sections and huge masses of lipofuscin were seen in surviving 

neurons in other sections. In all D90A patients small granular SOD1 

aggregates/inclusions, similar in morphology to wt-hSOD1 aggregates of SALS 

patients, were observed in the spinal cord and brainstem motor neurons (Fig. 1-3 in 

paper IV). The pre-motor cortex area in the brain was affected in 50% of patients. 

The other patients had a severe degeneration of the white matter in the precentral 

gyrus and showed axonal staining of the white matter with anti-peptide antibodies 

against misfolded hSOD1 (Fig. 4f in paper IV). P62/SQSTM1 did not stain this area. 

A few senile plaques, positive for misfolded SOD1, could be observed in the frontal 

and temporal cortices. Finding SOD1 in senile plaques and neurofibrillary tangles 

has been observed before in Alzheimer and Parkinson brains236 as well as in an FALS 

patients carrying the G72X SOD1 mutation176. 

     The most striking histopathological signs were changes in lamina I-III of the 

neocortex comprising microvacuolar degeneration, shrinkage of neurons, astrogliosis 

and sometimes mild cortical atrophy. The changes were foremost seen in the frontal, 

parietal and temporal lobe, and occasionally in the occipital lobe and were negative 

when stained with tau, FUS or TDP-43. These findings argue against Tau, FUS and 

TDP-43 involvement in the frontotemporal lobar degeneration observed in these 

patients. Ubiquitin staining showed extracellular spherical plaques/balls that 

predominated the histopathological picture. Ubiquitin in intracellular inclusions was 

only rarely observed. Altogether, the morphological changes in the brain of D90A 

patients resemble those histopathological features observed in frontotemporal lobar 

dementia with immunohistochemistry against proteins of the UPR system shown in 

the classification presented in Box 3. Our observations are in line with those of 

Turner et al.45 who singled out the same affected areas in these patients by PET 

tomography. 
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8. Final remarks and future perspectives - SOD1 as a central 
piece in the unfinished puzzle of the ALS syndrome 
 

Although less common than Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases, and 

frontotemporal- and other dementias, the motor neuronal ALS disorder, with its 

devastating rapidly progressive and lethal muscle paralysis, stands out as a 

particularly aggressive neurodegenerative disease, lacking diagnostic and prognostic 

markers. Like other neurodegenerative diseases, ALS is still an unresolved challenge. 

Studies of ALS are not only urgent for the understanding of its cause(s), nature and 

development of interventions; they also comprise an important model for 

investigation of neurodegenerative processes per se. 

To date, and despite many years of intensive research, the exact cause(s) of the 

selective motor neuron degeneration in the brain and spinal cord in ALS remains 

elusive. Many questions await an answer: Why the predilection for the CNS motor 

system in general and the motor neuron in particular? What is the cause(s) of the 

disease besides genetic predisposition? What is the trigger(s)? 

ALS is not a single disease entity but rather a multifactorial syndrome. It 

comprises a spectrum of familial and sporadic disorders, arising from complex gene-

gene and gene-environment interactions that lack a single identifiable common 

causative factor. In the search for the triggering cause(s), several pathogenetic 

mechanisms and findings have been proposed to explain the death of upper and 

lower motor neurons (Figure 9). All of these, alone or in concert, have been explored 

and found to exert a neurotoxic action leading to compensatory gliosis and loss of 

muscular function. Despite the heterogeneity of the proposed pathogenetic 

mechanisms (Figure 9), they all seem to have one common denominator – 

involvement of SOD1, either through direct participation or indirectly in downstream 

events. Mutations in the SOD1 gene, resulting in misfolded SOD1 protein, are the 

most common cause of inherited ALS. In addition, the studies presented here 

provide compelling evidence that conformational changes in the SOD1 molecule are 

also present in the motor neurons of the brainstem and spinal cord of both sporadic 

ALS and familial disease lacking SOD1 mutations. Misfolded wt-SOD1 is regularly 

found in the typical cytoplasmic inclusions in the motor neurons of all ALS patients 

but very rarely in other neurodegenerative disorders and control patients, thus 

highlighting that the involvement of SOD1 is not only general but also specific for all 

forms of ALS. We have shown that misfolding of SOD1 is not restricted to the 
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cytoplasm of the neurons but is present in the nuclei of the 

neuroglia, extending the toxicity to several cell types in the CNS.  

    Erroneously processed and deposited proteins comprise a 

histopathological feature of neurodegenerative disorders, often 

referred to as proteinopathies. Several proteins, like TDP-43, FUS, 

optineurin, ubiquilin-2 and others, have been partially associated 

with ALS. However, as shown in this investigation, the universal 

presence of misfolded SOD1, deposited in inclusions in the 

cytoplasm and nuclei, emerges as the key protein, defining ALS as a 

proteinopathy.  

The logical question to ask is if misfolding of SOD1, as a common 

denominator of ALS, is involved in the initiation/cause of the ALS 

syndrome? The answer to this question is at present “yes” for the 

familial mutated SOD1 but “not known” for the rest of the ALS 

forms. How and what starts the disease is difficult to investigate 

considering the complexity of the nervous system and not knowing 

to what extent possible parallel mechanisms step forward to take 

over and neutralize events with a potential to start an ALS process.  

Figure 9. A schematic presentation of mechanisms for ALS disease development where 
involvement of SOD1 is suggested 
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However, SOD1 can be one of several factors responsible for the initiation of the ALS 

syndrome or a player recruited downstream of other initiating mechanisms. SOD1 

might be a vulnerable link in the chain of the normal physiological processes in the 

nerve cells and thus an important early target or “weakest link” in the development 

of ALS. Future studies will elucidate these suggestions. An equally important issue as 

the one revealing the triggering event(s) of ALS, is to unravel mechanisms 

responsible for the propagation of neurodegenerative damage to be able to find tools 

for limiting the disease progression and rescuing motor neurons, thus improving the 

disease prognosis. Recent exciting discoveries indicate involvement of misfolded 

SOD1 in pathways of damage propagation. In vitro studies have shown that 

misfolded SOD1 species can be secreted extracellularly, through the endosomal 

compartment either with chromogranins or by exosomes, nanometer-sized 

endosomally-generated membrane-bound vesicles, actively secreted and used for 

intercellular communication127,128. In addition, extracellular SOD1 could enter nearby 

cells by micropinocytosis129. Thus, it is possible that misfolded SOD1 species or small 

pre-aggregates could spread from one cell to another and infect nearby cells in a 

prion-like manner237. This could be one way for the disease to spread in the motor 

neuron system. Understanding the essence of such mechanisms opens new ways to 

rescue neurons by limitation of the disease spreading and design novel drugs for 

treatment. Stem cell technology is another field that could open possibilities for 

production of healthy neurons in vitro for neuron replacement in vivo164. 

Several of these issues concerning the role of SOD1 in ALS have been investigated 

and discussed in the present thesis, some are under investigation and some will be 

put to test in the near future. 
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9. Conclusions 
 

• Misfolded human SOD1 is a general feature of the central motor neuron 

system in patients suffering from ALS and participates in the formation of 

cytoplasmic granular aggregates/inclusions – pathomorphological hallmarks 

of all forms of the ALS syndrome. 

• A portion of the aggregates/inclusions co-localize with the lysosomal 

compartment indicating targeting for degradation, however, the majority is 

freely scattered in the cytoplasm of the neuronal soma and axon hillock. 

• The aggregates/inclusions of wt-hSOD1 in SALS and FALS lacking SOD1 

mutations, and those of mutated SOD1 vary in form, size and numbers 

implying a differential pathomorphology, probably dependent on the enzyme’s 

conformation and stability. 

• Misfolded wt-hSOD1 is regularly found in the nuclei of astrocytes, 

oligodendrocytes and microglia suggesting engagement of neuroglia alongside 

with the motor neurons. 

• Misfolded wt-hSOD1 forming cytoplasmic neuronal inclusions has the 

propensity for neurotoxicity as shown in vivo in a transgenic mouse model 

overexpressing wt-hSOD1. 

• The D90A SOD1 mutation, most common in Scandinavia, reveals D90A SOD1 

aggregate pathomorphology resembling the one of misfolded wt-hSOD1 in 

SALS, probably due to similar biochemical properties of the mutated and 

wild-type enzymes.  

• The D90A ALS syndrome shows profound neurodegeneration in the 

neocortical areas typical for FTLD. 

• Taken together our results are consistent with the ALS syndrome as a 

conformational proteinopathy and suggest that SOD1 might be generally 

involved, primarily and/or in downstream events in all ALS forms, and 

highlights its role as an important protein in the disease pathogenesis. 
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10. Sammanfattning på svenska 
 

Amyotrofisk lateralskleros (ALS) är beteckningen för en aggressiv, obotlig sjukdom i 

centrala nervsystemet där nervcellerna som styr våra muskler dör. Som konsekvens 

av detta inträder muskelförlamning och förtvining, vilket så småningom drabbar 

andningen och leder till döden. ALS finns över hela världen och vem som helst kan 

drabbas men vanligast insjuknar friska och aktiva människor ”mitt i livet”. I de flesta 

fall är insjuknandet ”spontant” utan känd genetisk orsak, s.k. sporadiskt. I minst tio 

procent av fallen finns ärftliga orsaker i form av genförändringar (mutationer) som 

leder till felaktig struktur på de proteiner som kodas av dessa gener. Bortsett från 

ärftliga genmutationer är orsaken/orsakerna till ALS fortfarande okända och något 

botemedel finns inte. Överlevnaden från första symptomen är cirka 2,5 år och från 

det att diagnosen är ställd i medeltal 19 månader. 

Sedan 1993 är det känt att den vanligaste orsaken till ärftlig ALS är mutationer i 

enzymet superoxid dismutas-1 (SOD1). SOD1 är ett viktigt antioxidant metall-

bärande enzym, som tar hand om skadliga överreaktiva syreradikaler vilka bildas när 

våra celler omsätter olika ämnen för sin näring och energi. Förändringar i SOD1-

genen, hittills är 166 kända, leder till att proteinet som kodas får en tredimensionell 

struktur som är felaktigt veckad. Det felveckade proteinet behåller sin förmåga att ta 

hand om syreradikalerna men blir samtidigt giftigt för motoriska nervceller i 

ryggmärgen och hjärnan och orsakar deras död. Man kan säga att felveckat SOD1 

utvecklar en eller flera nya nerv-toxiska egenskaper. 

Vi har studerat SOD1 i sporadisk ALS och ställt oss frågorna: Är SOD1 involverat i 

sjukdomsförloppet av sporadisk och ärftlig ALS utan SOD1-mutationer? Kan icke 

muterat men felveckat SOD1 vara neurotoxiskt? Vilka celler i nervvävnaden är 

engagerade? För att besvara dessa frågor har vi använt oss av känsliga biokemiska 

metoder och den högt upplösande histomorfologiska metoden konfokal mikroskopi. 

Vidare har vi utvecklat och förfinat våra immunohistokemiska metoder att upptäcka 

och visualisera förekomst av felveckat SOD1 på cellulär och subcellulär nivå. För 

detta ändamål har vi framställt egna antikroppar, riktade mot speciella avsnitt av 

SOD1-molekylen som ger oss möjlighet att på ett mycket specifikt och känsligt sätt 

diagnostisera förekomst av intracellulära aggregat av felveckad SOD1 i nervsystemet. 

Våra resultat visar att hos patienter med sporadisk och ärftlig ALS utan SOD1-

mutationer finns felveckat SOD1-protein som klumpar ihop sig till 0,5-3 µm stora 

aggregat. Aggregaten ses framför allt i nervcellernas cytoplasma, i axonens början 

och i cellkärnorna. Vi kunde också påvisa att även omkringliggande celler i den så 
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kallade nervstödjande vävnaden – astrocyter, oligodendrocyter och mikroglia – 

också är drabbade av anhopning av felveckat SOD1 inuti cellkärnorna. Vi jämförde 

våra fynd från sporadisk ALS med fynd i ärftlig ALS med en specifik SOD1-mutation 

( kallad D90A) och fann liknande små aggregat av felveckat SOD1 i nervcellerna och 

utbredda förändringar i hjärnbarken som liknar förändringar man ser vid 

frontallobsdemens. Vi genererade transgena möss som överuttrycker humant SOD1-

protein i sina celler och kunde bekräfta våra resultat in vivo. Dessa möss utvecklade 

en ALS-liknande sjukdom. Aggregat av felveckat SOD1 fanns i nerv- och gliaceller i 

hjärna och ryggmärg, liknande dem man ser i den humana sjukdomsformen. 

Sammantaget visar dessa fynd att felveckning av SOD1 är involverat i alla former 

av sjukdomen ALS. Felveckningen leder till strukturella förändringar av enzymet 

som bildar och deponerar intracellulära aggergat i nervceller och neuroglia. Om det 

är aggregaten i sig och/eller små felveckade förstadier av aggregat lösliga i 

cytoplasman som är giftiga för cellerna är i nuläget ofullständigt känt. ALS är en 

sjukdom där flera faktorer och mekanismer spelar roll för dess utveckling. Våra 

resultat visar på SOD1:s generella betydelse för utvecklingen av ALS, genom direkt 

toxisk påverkan eller indirekt via andra proteiner och mekanismer i cellen. 
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